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Abstract
Classi cation learning is dominated by systems which induce large num
bers of small axisorthogonal decision surfaces This strongly biases such
systems towards particular hypothesis types but there is reason believe that
many domains have underlying concepts which do not involve axis orthog
onal surfaces Further the multiplicity of small decision regions mitigates
against any holistic appreciation of the theories produced by these systems
notwithstanding the fact that many of the small regions are individually
comprehensible This thesis investigates modeling concepts as large geomet
ric structures in ndimensional space
Convex hulls are a superset of the set of axis orthogonal hyperrectangles
into which axis orthogonal systems partition the instance space In conse
quence there is reason to believe that convex hulls might provide a more
exible and general learning bias than axis orthogonal regions The forma
tion of convex hulls around a group of points of the same class is shown to
be a usable generalisation and is more general than generalisations produced
by axisorthogonal based classi ers without constructive induction like de
cision trees decision lists and rules The use of a small number of large hulls
as a concept representation is shown to provide classi cation performance
which can be better than that of classi ers which use a large number of
small fragmentary regions for each concept
A convex hull based classi er CH has been implemented and tested
CH can handle categorical and continuous data Algorithms for two basic
generalisation operations on hulls ination and facet deletion are presented
The two operations are shown to improve the accuracy of the classi er and
provide moderate classi cation accuracy over a representative selection of
typical largely or wholly continuous valued machine learning tasks The
classi er exhibits superior performance to wellknown axisorthogonalbased
classi ers when presented with domains where the underlying decision sur
faces are not axis parallel The strengths and weaknesses of the system are

identi ed One particular advantage is the ability of the system to model
domains with approximately the same number of structures as there are un
derlying concepts This leads to the possibility of extraction of higher level
mathematical descriptions of the induced concepts using the techniques of
computational geometry which is not possible from a multiplicity of small
regions
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Chapter  
Introduction
Classi cation learning has been dominated by the induction of axisorthogonal
decision surfaces in the form of rulebased systems decision trees induc
tive logic programming and decision graphs Axisorthogonal systems are
characterised by boolean combinations of tests of single attributes against
a single value such as if length   and width   then        Each
component of the rule antecedent implicitly produces a division of the
instance space at right angles to the axis hence the appellation of axis
orthogonal While the induction of alternate forms of decision surface has
received some attention in the context of nonaxis orthogonal decision trees
statistical clustering algorithms instance based learning and regression tech
niques     
    	 this issue has received little at
tention in the context of decision rules This thesis is concerned with the
construction of convex polytopes in Ndimensional instance space and the
interpretation of these as rulelike structures The polytopes are to be con
structed by examining a training set of attributeclass tuples It is conjec
tured that using arbitrarilyshaped decision surfaces will result in a system
which performs well on a wide range of target concepts particularly those
concepts that are not readily represented by long at decision surfaces It

is also expected that although individual rules or groups of decision sur
faces may be complex the collection of rules describing the domain will be
both simple and small The speed of modern computer hardware and the
development of new geometric algorithms seem to have facilitated a frontal
geometric assault on classi cation
   Background to Research
One of the major problems in expert systems development is obtaining do
main knowledge for use in expert systems Conventional knowledge acquisi
tion from an expert is the bottleneck taking much time and eort to repre
sent even small parts of the experts knowledge formally 
 	 
	 		
Machine learning provides a way past this bottleneck Supervised learning
is well developed and well understood   	  

Concept learning is a form of supervised learning wherein an implementa
tion of an algorithm supplied with attributeclass pairs will emit a concept
description or hypothesis consistent with the data The emitted concept
description is a classi er and can be used to classify new items presented to
it The possible concepts emitted are determined by the biases  of the
system most particularly the language bias
This bias reects the forms of concept which are expressible in the output
language of the classi cation algorithm In learning systems which divide the
concept space using axis parallel decision surface the learned concept can
only be expressed in terms of a collection of hyperrectangles If the underlying
concepts in the domain being explored do not have axis parallel surfaces then
a learning system which expresses learned concepts using hyperrectangles
will have diculty in accurately and succinctly describing the underlying
concepts The consequence of this diculty is the generation of a multiplicity
of small and inappropriately shaped regions the sum of which gives some

degree of approximation to the underlying concepts
In some contexts it will be desirable that the developed rules be compre
hensible by humans Typically machine learning systems produce many rules
per class and although each rule may be individually comprehensible not
all will be and holistic appreciation of concepts modeled may be impossible
due to their fragmentary presentation It can be contended that comprehen
sibility of the rules is quite dierent from comprehensibility of the domain
and that claims of human comprehensibility of rule sets may be quite unjus
ti ed This comprehension is more problematic in neural networks though
some progress has been made recently 	
  Each concept constructed
as a large convex polytope in this thesis is expected to correspond closely to
a single underlying concept of the domain Although the structure of such
concepts is not directly comprehensible the form of the concepts gives ac
cess to work on extracting mathematical descriptions via the techniques of
computational geometry including diameters of polytopes intersections and
equations for the surfaces of polytopes 
  Research Objectives
The modeling of induced concepts by a single large region rather than many
small regions is conjectured to be epistemologically desirable Such a repre
sentation should also give access to results in computational geometry which
permit the extraction of highlevel mathematical descriptions of the concepts
It has to be demonstrated that concept representation using regions
which are less strongly constrained in their shape than hyperrectangles will
reduce the hypothesis language bias which might be expected to be partic
ularly strong in axis orthogonal systems The use of convex but otherwise
arbitrarily shaped regions will be an important characteristic of systems
developed in this work The problems associated with constructing the sim

plest groupings must be clari ed and the minimally complex but satisfactory
polytopes will be identi ed to be convex hulls This will oer a much larger
set of concept geometries than axis orthogonal systems can As well as being
geometrically adequate the chosen representation must be shown to be a
viable basis for a classi cation system
Convex hulls are a superset of axis orthogonal hyperrectangles which are
a common approach to division of the instance space and there are reasons
to believe they might provide a more exible and general learning bias It
has to be demonstrated that convex hulls constitute a useful least general
generalisation of a group of points and that induction systems producing a
small number of large convex regions can be constructed An important
characteristic of systems developed in this thesis will be the small number of
the regions representing a concept
It will be necessary to investigate the nature of possible generalisation
operators in such a representation A tight tting ndimensional polygon
a polytope oers generalisations via geometric operations which are of
much smaller volume than generalisations which are minimal in terms of
axis orthogonally biased hypothesis languages Such generalisation oers a
much more conservative induction process and might be expected to make
fewer errors in making positive predictions The existence and usefulness of
such geometric operators has to be demonstrated It is important that the
concept representation should be exible enough so its performance can be
modi ed via the generalisation operators to minimise resubstitution errors
or any other heuristic used to guide the system Methods of achieving such
performance modi cation will be investigated
Several prototype systems will be designed and implemented and their
classi cation behaviour will be examined to guide the design of subsequent
versions The classi cation performance of the  nal version will be inves
tigated and compared to other wellunderstood systems The interaction
	
between the characteristic parts of the representation the convexity large
ness and small number of the hulls and the use of a decision list will be
investigated to attempt to identify how each contributes to the performance
of the system The types of tasks for which this approach is best suited will
be identi ed The viability of the geometric approach to classi cation will
be assessed
  Principle Outcomes of this Thesis
The principal outcomes of this thesis are
 It has been demonstrated that ecient algorithms for the construction
of convex hulls and the speed of modern computers have facilitated a
direct geometric modeling of generalisation in Ndimensional space
 It has been demonstrated that the formation of convex hulls around a
group of points of the same class is a usable generalisation and is less
general than generalisations produced by axisorthogonal based clas
si ers like decision trees decision list and rules without constructive
induction
 By highlighting the problems of constructing arbitrarily shaped poly
gons it has been demonstrated that convex hulls are a simple satis
factory method of constructing useful polytopes
	 It has been demonstrated that the use of a small number of large hulls
as a concept representation can provide classi cation performance su
perior to that of classi ers which use a large number of small fragmen
tary regions for each concept when the underlying concepts do not have
axis orthogonal decision surfaces If the underlying concepts have AO

decision surfaces higher data densities are necessary to match the per
formance of AO systems The reasons for this behaviour are explained
 The diculties of constructing arbitrarilyshaped hulls incrementally is
demonstrated through the construction of a prototype system PIGS
and the investigation of its performance The adoption of the convexity
restraint solves the problems of arbitrary shapes elegantly
 Diculties with runtimes still occur when constructing convex hulls
incrementally In this approach the hull is generalised one point at
a time using successive training items of the correct class After each
new point is added the hull is tested to ensure it does not now cover any
training point of another class When a contradictory example is found
the hull constructed so far needs to be undone and another hull of the
same class is generalised to include it If there is no hull which can be
so generalised a new hull must be created This backtracking in an
algorithm with potentially long runtimes is a practical reason for not
using an incremental algorithm to build the classi er Another reason
for not using an incremental algorithm is that the construction of many
small hulls is a much slower process than the construction of a few large
hulls This is because there will be few points which are already covered
and which could be ignored Also every hull has to be tested to see
if a point is covered before it can be decided whether to increment a
hull and indeed which hull to increment The consequential use of a
small number of large convex hulls rather than many small ones in a
decision list as a concept representation is desirable in its economy of
representation of concepts
 A convex hull based classi er CH has been implemented and tested
CH can handle categorical and continuous data This demonstrates

that a useful classi er can be constructed using convex hulls held in
a decision list The basic convex hulls are shown to be too speci c to
provide good classi cation performance for general use

 Algorithms for two basic generalisation operations on hulls ination
and facet deletion are presented The two operations are shown to
increase the predictive accuracy of the classi er
 The classi er was demonstrated to provide superior performance to
wellknown axis parallel biased learning systems on data sets which
have curved or nonaxisparallel decision surfaces The general per
formance on a wide range of data sets from the UCI Repository was
less good It was hypothesised that since most data sets are submit
ted by researchers using axis orthogonally biased classi ers there is a
tendency in these data sets to provide good performance on such clas
si ers This suggests that the data sets in the UCI Repository are less
wide ranging in character than might be thought at  rst
 The classi er was modi ed in two ways to investigate the contribution
of the characteristics of CH to the performance on the UCI data sets
The  rst modi cation used a few large AO hulls instead of a few large
convex hulls to investigate the contribution of convex hulls The second
was a hybrid system which used many small convex hulls rather than
fewer larger convex hulls The  rst showed that the convex hulls per
form less well than AO systems over a range of UCI data sets especially
when the underlying classes have or are likely to have axis orthogonal
decision surfaces The second showed that even many small convex
hulls cannot reach the same level of performance as an AObased sys
tem when the data set has AO underlying concepts These conclusions
reect more on the inadvisability of using a learning system on a data

set for which it is inappropriately biased than on any inherent fault in
the design or operation of CH
  Methodology
Analytical studies of the performance of complex learning algorithms are very
dicult since they depend upon a detailed knowledge of the data distribution
and ordering in the domain Thus this work will as does most machine
learning depend upon empirical results from experiments to evaluate the
concept learning system Experiments will unless noted otherwise consist
of  repetitions of
  randomly select and shue a test
 and training set from the
domain data set
  construct classi ers from one or more learning systems using the train
ing set
  evaluate the performance of the above classi ers using the test set
  compare the performance of the classi ers
This should ensure that performance comparisons will be as fair and unbiased
as possible The comparisons will be done using matched pair  tailed ttests
on the predictive accuracies for two systems on each of the  runs of each
experiment and using a sign test on the average predictive accuracies for each
systems over the  runs for each of a number of dierent domains C	
	 CN  and OC 
 will be used to provide a basis for comparison
of the techniques being developed against a wellestablished modern axis
orthogonal classi er Since the classi er construction method is applicable
only to continuous variables the data sets chosen for use have all or most
attributes continuous The algorithm handles categorical attributes so that


domains with some categorical attributes but mainly continuous ones can be
explored The classi er cannot handle missing values and these are treated in
two ways Where there are a small number of instances with missing values
in a big set the instances with missing values are simply removed Where
this approach is not feasible missing values are replaced by the mean for
that attribute The run times for some data sets are unacceptably long and
some data sets are consequently reduced in size to facilitate better run times
The quickhull software is the cause of the problem In some data sets the
heuristic guiding its hull formation works well but not in others It is also
possible that the innate roughness of the concept being modelled requires
many surface facets thus causing long run times Details of the data sets
used and modi cations to them are in the appendices
  Structure of this Thesis
This introduction describes the issues and methodology of the thesis Atten
tion is drawn to the interrelation of the output language bias of classi ers
and the geometry of the underlying actual concepts and how the geomet
ric approach might markedly reduce the conicts in this relationship The
objectives and main outcomes are described
Chapter  is a survey of literature relevant to the geometric approach in
cluding geometric appreciations of learning systems and a survey of software
systems which were considered for the experimental work A software pack
age which will be used for constructing convex hulls for experimental pur
poses within the thesis is chosen and the decision is justi ed The literature
on performance measurement for classi ers is reviewed and recommendations
are made as to which ones will be used and why
Chapter  describes a simple prototype system which examines a naive
approach to enclosing groups of points A number of simple experiments

are analysed to identify the problems arising It is noted that the use of
convex hulls will address these problems without any arbitrary constraints
which would otherwise be necessary Other advantages consequent upon
using convex hulls are described elsewhere
Chapter 	 describes the implementation of a convex hull based classi ca
tion algorithm and examines its performance on a variety of arti cial data
sets to provide a preliminary indication of the characteristics of its classi
 cation performance Some de ciencies in its performance are shown and
the problems are hypothesised to be caused by the maximal specialisation of
the convex hulls Attention is drawn to how these characteristics might be
advantageously employed in a classi er and under what circumstances this
would be possible
Chapter  introduces the idea of ination of hulls as a possible approach
to modifying the performance of the classi er It is demonstrated that convex
hulls can be inated much like a balloon and various strategies for selecting
the amount of ination are discussed and two are implemented Experimental
results are obtained which show that ination can reduce the specialisation
of hulls and improve their classi cation performance
Chapter  introduces the idea of reducing hull specialisation by deleting
facets that do not contribute to the resubstitution accuracy of the classi er in
the belief that these deleted facets are unlikely to contribute to the accuracy
of the  nal classi er Experiments are performed to validate this belief and
to compare deletion with ination Deletion alone is shown to be less useful
than ination The reason for this is explained Deletion with subsequent
ination is shown to be superior to ination alone
In Chapter  the  nal optimised version of CH is compared with CN
C	 and OC on some data sets which are known to not be axisorthogonal
CH is shown to be superior to C	 CN and OC in particular respects
CH is then tested against C	 and CN on a variety of data sets from

the UCI Repository The results are mixed and some reasons for this are
discussed particularly implicit biases in the data sets the convexity of the
hulls and the largeness of the hulls The characteristics of domains where
CH provides good performance are identi ed
Chapter 
 explores the contribution of the convexity of the hulls to the
performance of CH on the UCI data sets by replacing large convex hulls
with large axis orthogonal hulls The experiments of Chapters  and  are
repeated and the outcomes using the two dierent types of hull while keeping
all other factors equal are compared and contrasted It is concluded that the
bias implicit in most of the data sets favours AO systems and that convex
hulls need much more data to compete on that kind of data set
Chapter  explores the contribution of the largeness of the hulls to the per
formance of CH and another version of the software which uses many small
convex hulls is implemented Another classi er CN is used to preclassify
groups of points and hulls are built round these groups The performance of
this hybrid classi er is investigated experimentally It is concluded that even
many small hulls will not compensate for the mismatch of the underlying
bias in the data and the bias of the classi er
Chapter  summarises the work done in this thesis and the conclusions
drawn Some interesting issues for future research are also noted

Chapter 
Review
  Chapter Outline
This section examines the underlying ideas of a geometric representation of
concepts A simple taxonomy of concept geometries is introduced to facilitate
discussion of the interaction of the geometries of concepts and of generatable
hypotheses Machine learning algorithms which have relevance to the convex
hulldecision list methodology pursued in this work are reviewed Since
the novelty of the proposed method lies in its style of generalisation the
method by which other algorithms form generalisations and the geometry
of the generalisations will be the main focus of the examination Other
aspects of each algorithm which have no direct relevance to the geometric
approach being adopted will be dealt with summarily Some of the basic
theory behind convex hulls is reviewed as are a number of implementations
of convex hull constructing algorithms An implementation is chosen for use
in this work and the reasons for the choice are presented Several dierent
although complementary methods of evaluation are examined Accuracy is
the most common measure and is the most commonly used and so is examined
in detail The ROC measure is quite dierent from accuracy and gives a

view of overall performance at a range of settings Costsensitive techniques
oer a set of dierent metrics against which one can optimise classi cation
performance and they also provide insight into the characteristics of the
operation of the classi er
  Geometric View of Generalisation
All types of classi er can be regarded as implicitly partitioning a volume
of instance space The characteristics of these volumes for dierent types of
classi er are described in the following sections The geometric interpretation
is essentially an afterthought for these methodologies It is not a concept of
the classi er construction process or of the classi cation procedure just a
convenient visualisation of the underlying concept This thesis pursues an
explicitly geometric approach to classi cation learning in order to seek new
insights A geometric view will be taken of both classi er construction and
subsequent classi cation
One of the problems of many classi er algorithms is that a single under
lying concept may be described by a large number of small instance space
divisions which reduces the probability of human comprehension of the rules
The complexity of the representation of an hypothesis produced by a given
computational learning system is a function of both the hypothesis language
and the target concept If the concept being learned and the hypothesis lan
guage are geometrically similar the concept will be concisely represented if
appropriate attributes are available and used by the algorithm Otherwise
the representation of the concept will be by a large number of inappropriately
shaped decision surfaces The typical axisorthogonal decision tree represen
tation of the concept shown in Figure  is an example of the problem
The other problem is that when the classi er produces concepts of a dif
ferent shape from the underlying concept there will always be error in the

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Figure  A Complex Representation of a Simple Concept
representation This is expected from the Law of Conservation of Generalisa
tion Performance  or the No Free Lunch Theorem  notwithstanding
the caveats of Rao et al 
 but is still a problem as limited data limits
the accuracy of the representation Since the geometric approach is consid
erably less limited in the orientation and placement of decision surfaces one
might expect better performance than axis orthogonal systems can provide
over a range of domains where the underlying decision surfaces are not axis
orthogonal
 Attribute Types
   Underlying and Imposed Metrics
Consider any arbitrary data space with a set of n observed and classi ed
instances with numerical attributes a
 
      a
d
where d is the dimensionality of
the attribute space Nothing else is known or assumed an oracle is excluded
about the data space and classes within it
The attributes appear uniformly continuous because a continuous scale
has been imposed on the underlying metric of the attribute space Consider
a D space and suppose there are  points x
 
 y
 
 x

 y

 and x

 y

 such
j x

 x
 
jj x
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 x

j and j x

 x
 
jj x

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 
j and similarly for the y
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dimension what evidence do we have to say that the space in any dimension
is continuous discrete but regular irregularly discrete or even discontinuous
with nonexistent areas where the imposed continuous scale might suggest
otherwise
The only evidence is the data itself The space could be continuous It
could be discrete such that x
 
 y
 
 and x

 y

 are contiguous and there are
instances not yet observed at regular intervals between them and x

 y

 It
could be discrete with irregular granulation in the imposed metric between
them such that all three points are contiguous or such that there are unrelated
to the apparent distance between them numbers of possible but as yet
unseen values between each pair of the points
Clearly any realworld data set can be consistent with any of the above
models A continuous space is always capable of being interpreted as a dis
crete one with increments between neighbouring points that is granularity
of arbitrary smallness and constant or variable regularity Similarly a dis
crete space will always have the possibility of being interpreted as continuous
In practical terms it will never be possible to demonstrate by only the ex
amining of instances and not using an oracle whether an instance space is
continuous or discrete in actuality Thus without an oracle one can model
all metric spaces as discrete or continuous as is convenient but possibility of
a mismatch between the underlying and imposed metric must be considered
An example of the superposition of a continuous scale on an underlying
discrete scale is Benedicts test for sugar in urine  where distinctly non
numeric outputs are mapped approximately to blood sugar levels viz
A lightgreen turbidity  to  per cent of sugar
A green precipitate  to  per cent of sugar
A yellow precipitate  to  per cent of sugar
A red precipitate more than  per cent of sugar

    Granularity in Discrete and Discontinuous Spaces
The only evidence of the granularity of the instance space is the training
set and any granularity which does not contradict this is plausible The
maximum such granularity for the x dimension is the smallest of j x
i
 x
j
j
for all ij de ned as GRx It may well be that GRx can be smaller but the
data provides no evidence of  ner gradation of x that is of points closer than
GRx This is accurate if the space is discrete and regular and workable
but not necessarily accurate if the space is discrete but irregular or if GRx
is smaller than the smallest increment which has been observed to date In
realworld data sets where noise is present it may not be possible to identify
the correct granularity so any otherwise advantageous granularity which is
not inconsistent with the data may be used
How can one identify a space as being regular or irregular As in the
case of continuous versus discrete and in the absence of an oracle there is
no practical way since it requires the observation of every point to establish
any particular scheme and eliminate the others Therefore the modeling of
all data spaces as irregular and discrete is as defensible as modeling them as
being regular and discrete or even continuous
The signi cant consequence of this indeterminacy of the underlying met
ric is that there should be no equivalence of attributes It cannot be demon
strated that two attributes both with values in the range         are commen
surable Nearest neighbour techniques rely on the equivalence of attributes
in the evaluation of their nearness metric using a Pythagorean distance The
incorporation of scaling of dimensions by normalisation does not address
the underlying problem The geometric approach pursued here does not rely
on any such equivalence Classi cation is accomplished by ascertaining on

which side of a decision surface a point is
   Continuous Attributes
Many machine learning systems use categorical rather than numeric at
tributes and discretisation of continuous variables has allowed application
to new domains with attributes having only a few values where splits occur
which are important rather than being seen as continuous Such discretisa
tion involves trying to identify boundaries in the underlying metric of the
attribute space A simple approach is to appeal to epistemological or tele
ological principles and decide to place boundaries of the underlying metric
between points which have dierent classes Signi cantly more mechanical
procedures like discretisation using information entropy minimization heuris
tics      have also been shown to select class boundaries
In this thesis the opposite approach is pursued As far as possible all
attributes will be considered to have continuous valued attributes Thus
integers will be converted to oating point values and discrete but ordered
attributes may be converted to integers and then oats This will also allow
use of natural data sets without any transformation Thus the instance
space can be viewed geometrically and considered as a space of the same
dimension as the number of attributes We will permit ourselves this kind of
viewpoint throughout the thesis
   Taxonomy of Actual Concepts
In order to be able to discuss various induction schemes their biases and
the types of concepts being learned it is useful to have a simple taxonomy
of concepts Concepts can be categorised according to their geometry in
concept space There is no natural ordering of such structures but they can
be ordered on their ease of representability by individual learning systems

  Straightedged AxisParallel SAP Concepts which have straight axis
orthogonalparallel edges
  Straightedged Nonaxis Parallel SNAP Concepts which have straight
edges but at least one edge is not axis parallel
  Curved Edged CE Concepts which have at least one curved edge
  NonUniform Concepts NUC in which the occurrence of instances
through the instance space is not uniform and there are forbidden
areas separating areas where instances can occur Some learning sys
tems will be oblivious to the forbidden regions
The representational bias of a learning system interacts with the concept
geometry such that an axisorthogonal decision tree learning system will rep
resent SAP concepts concisely since it is biased towards selecting a line of
the correct orientation and only has an error in the positioning A long line
will be positioned relative to all of a large number of nearby points and so
will be accurately positioned The number of points used to position a line
can be considered as an indicator of how accurately placed it is None of the
information is required to orient the line all is used in the positioning When
faced with an SNAP or CE concept it must produce an approximate repre
sentation and attempt to place a large number of axisparallel small lines in
suitable positions Each line segment is placed using a small number of the
points and so each line segment is much less accurately placed Thus the
representation will be prone to larger error than when modeling SAP con
cepts A system which uses a nonaxisorthogonal representation will be able
to represent SNAP concepts accurately since it can choose a long straight
line which is arbitrarily close to the correct orientation and position because
it is placed with reference to a large number of nearby points It may model
SAP concepts less accurately than a system using axis orthogonal edges since


it may never choose an axis orthogonal straight line although if the edge is
long enough it may get very close to the correct orientation Any system
which induces straightedged concepts will tend to struggle with CE concepts
since it has to place large numbers of short line segments with errors in both
positioning and orientation due to the small number of data points available
nearby A system which can represent curved edges might arbitrarily accu
rately position curved edges close to the actual edges of a CE concept and
should make a fair representation of SAP and SNAP concepts but without
ever necessarily getting either the straight edge or the appropriate orientation
exactly correct
Summarising the above discussion a system using a particular bias will
enjoy an advantage when inferring concepts which are described succinctly
within that bias The performance is controlled by the number of instances
close to any induced decision surface and so performance can always be ex
pected to be dependent on data density as well as bias
 Rulebased Systems
Rulebased systems produce output in the form of a list of disjuncts For
unordered rules the ordering of the rules has no signi cance and a test
item may cause more than one rule to  re If these rules are contradictory
there will have to be some mechanism to resolve this A dierent formal
ism decision lists in which the rule ordering is signi cant will be examined
later Such rules can be constructed by generalising from positive and neg
ative examples of a concept using the Candidate Elimination algorithm 
AQ   INDUCE
 Rigel		 CN  or by specialising a most
general statement FOIL     GOLEM  or both Multiple
Convergence 
The AQ algorithms start with a random single instance seed and form

the most general hypothesis which includes no negative examples by succes
sively specialising an initially empty complex using tests that incorporate
the seed Geometrically they obtain the biggest hyperrectangle enclosing
no negative points The most general form which has zero resubstitution
error or the best value according to the preference function is retained and
the process repeated with the next best rule There is heuristic guidance in
the search for a group of plausible rules and a preference function to select
one The original AQ algorithm has a problem with overlapping hypotheses
which is resolved in AQ  as well as a bias in the size which favours
the  rst concepts learned since they can be much larger than subsequent
rules
CN is an extension of the AQ algorithm which also conducts a size
limited search of all possible complexes on each iteration and adds the best
to the current beam The contribution of CN is the handling of noisy
data particularly in using the Laplace error estimate in evaluating rules It
does not use the random seeds of the AQ algorithm CN does not require
a complex to exclude all negative examples and uses two heuristics to rank
complexes After each iteration the new best rule is appended to a decision
list  	 The method of evaluating a decision list removes the need for
disambiguation when an example is covered by two unordered rules A later
improvement  enables CN to produce unordered rule lists
GOLEM is a C implementation of an algorithm to induce logic programs
It uses relative least general generalisation and background knowledge to
consider multiple generalisations retaining the best one at each stage
Multiple Convergence  is a technique which maintains a characteris
tic description which describes positive examples of a concept as well as a
discriminant description which describes negative examples When a new
positive example is examined every possible characteristic disjunct is gen
eralised to accommodate it When a new negative example is sighted the

discriminant description is minimally specialised to accommodate it Thus
Multiple Convergence like Version Spaces  uses a bidirectional search
DLG 	 combines Least Generalisation   and the AQ algorithm
to create an ecient classi cation learning algorithm that can handle disjunc
tive class descriptions DLG constructs a list of nondisjunctive descriptions
by least generalisation and then treats the list as a disjunctive whole It dif
fers from Multiple Convergence and GOLEM in that each positive case only
generalises a single disjunct where as Multiple Convergence generalises ev
ery possible disjunct and GOLEM considers multiple generalisations at each
step
IREP 	 is a rule learning algorithm which splits the training set into
growing and pruning subsets and prunes each rule immediately after it is
created It is fast and scales linearly with the data set size Unfortunately
there is room for improvement in its classi cation accuracy RIPPERk 
addresses perceived weaknesses in IREP and alters the stopping condition
the rule pruning metric as well as revising rules and using Repeated Incre
mental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction RIPPER is demonstrated to
outperform IREP and to be competitive with C	rules On noisy data sets
RIPPER is shown to be much more ecient than C	 and it scales linearly
with the number of examples in the data set in contrast to C	rules which
scales as the cube of the number of examples
Since a rulebased system tests a single attribute at a time each test may
be viewed as a hyperplane parallel to every other axis and orthogonal to the
one being tested The test outcome is the same as deciding which halfspace
as de ned by the hyperplane the instance is in Thus any conjunct of tests
will be equivalent to a set of hyperplanes and any instance which is on the
correct side of every hyperplane is considered to be covered by the conjunct
The intersection of all the hyperplanes de nes an Ndimensional polytope
which may be considered as a geometric representation of the concept In

the case of rulebased systems every hyperplane will be axisparallel and the
polytope will be an hyperrectangle It is intuitively obvious that a classi
 er dependent on the use of hyperrectangles will be most ecient when the
underlying concept itself is SAP If the concept is not SAP it will have to
be modeled by a possibly large number of smaller hyperrectangles with an
accuracy dependent on the sampling density of learning instances
Systems of rules can always be converted to a decision tree and vice
versa so the geometric appreciation applies equally decision trees in the
next section
 Decision Trees
Decision Trees consist of nodes which have a test of an attribute and children
corresponding to the test outcomes General to speci c algorithms such as
CLS  ID  CART  and C	 	 start with a single node and
test its predictive value If all training items that reach a node belong to
a single class the node is said to be pure and impure otherwise If it is
impure each attribute is examined in turn for possible splitting criteria
These criteria may be ranked by the impurity of the subsets which they
produce and impure leaf nodes may be permitted
A similar approach to using purity is to use an information gain heuristic
to decide whether to split a node on what attribute to split and to select a
split value for the attribute The main heuristics are information gain 
Minimum Description Length MDL  and Minimum Message Length
MML 	  	   
There are two problems in this process the  rst is how to stop producing
new nodes and the second is how to prune the tree to avoid over tting
One method is to stop splitting when the impurity falls below a preset value
Classi cation can be done simplistically by assigning the class with the most

votes This is forward pruning The other method is to grow the tree until
it stops perhaps all nodes are pure or identical items have dierent classes
or there is fewer than a preset number of items in the node Pruning can be
eected in many ways of diering complexity     
  Simplistic a subtree is deleted if it does not oer classi cation accuracy
more than say  better than the parent node
  Reduced Error Pruning replace a node by its best subtree if the num
ber of expected misclassi cations produced should fall
  CostComplexity Pruning this uses both the tree size and the misclas
si cation rate to form a measure of the goodness of a tree
  Pessimistic pruning this oers a more sophisticated estimate of the
error rate allowing for the  tting of the tree to the training set
The geometric appreciation of decision trees is the same as for rulebased
systems as explained in Section 
A variation on decision trees is decision graphs which are a generalisation
of decision trees Oliver 
 
 
 describes the use of the MML principle
to guide inferences
 Decision Trees using Attribute Combina
tions
  Boolean Combinations of Attributes
Boolean combinations of attributes produce very large hyperrectangles and
groups of hyperrectangles Implementations have been described by An
gluin 	 Sahami  and Pagallo 
 There are no SNAP divisions of the

instance space with these techniques A tree structure for accessing rectan
gles  	 has been extended to accessing polygons 
 It presents scenes
as sets of polygons but is limited to D situations and the polygons need
not be convex
   Synthetic Attributes
It is possible that the set of measured attributes for a domain does not admit
of a simple axisorthogonal model Thus any decision tree will model the un
derlying concept with a large number of small hyperrectangles Nonetheless
the underlying concept may have simple geometrically regular edges which
are a function of the given attributes Rather than modeling the function in
these attributes the function itself can be considered to be a new attribute
and some or all of the attributes on which the function is dependent can be
ignored 	  
 	 This is known as feature construction  constructive
induction or representation change and has been applied to decision trees 
and rulebased systems  and  rst order logic systems  	 A gen
eral framework for attribute space re nement has been described by  In
constructive induction the geometric entities are apparently hyperrectangles
but these are projections of morecomplex higher dimensional polytopes or
even regions enclosed by curved surfaces
  Oblique Decision Trees
Rather than constructing new attributes it is possible to model nonaxis
orthogonal surfaces directly by permitting suitable splits depending on the
value of two or more attributes Such schemes are implemented in Multivari
ate Decision Trees   and OC 
 OC examines a linear combination
	
of realvalued attributes at each node The test will have the form
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Since these tests are hyperplanes at an oblique angle to the axes the instance
space is divided into hyperpolygonal regions OC uses deterministic hill
climbing with randomisation to avoid local minima to choose appropriate
hyperplanes which minimise an impurity measure Six dierent measures are
implemented but Breimans  Cost Complexity Pruning is favoured Mul
tivariate Decision Trees uses Recursive Least Squares  and the Pocket
algorithm 	 to choose its partitions Other implementations of decision
trees which support oblique decision surfaces are CART with linear combi
nations  LMDT   IBL   and Simulated Annealing Decision
Trees 	
  Decision Lists
Decision lists are described by Rivest  They are shown to be a strict
generalisation of kCNF kDNF rules and of kDT decision trees for boolean
attributes An algorithm for constructing decision lists is given There is no
prede ned order for the creation of rules This algorithm appends subsequent
rules to the end of the decision list
CN as noted before orders the rules according to two heuristics so that
the most common rules will tend to be early in the list and rules which  re
only rarely will be deep in the list
Webb 	 notes that there is considerable ineciency in having the
most common classes early in the list Improvement is asserted to come from
taking maximal advantage of the default rule by having the most common
class handled by the default rule rather than the  rst rule Also the default
rule in append and random schemes for rule attachment may never be
reached due to other rules  ring Webb proposes that generating the best

rules  rst and prepending subsequent rules to prior ones will develop smaller
lists and that this would minimise errors in predictive accuracy Preliminary
experiments failed to verify this so three modi cations to the algorithm that
reduce the impact of small disjuncts at the front of the list were examined
The most eective technique involved placing small disjuncts as deeply as
possible within the decision list without reducing the overall classi cation
accuracy of the list and also pruning disjuncts which failed to satisfy a Laplace
value constraint Experimental evaluation shows that prepending is better
than appending rules in a variety of domains Prepending is also shown to
mostly produce a smaller number of rules than appending or C	rules
Van Horn et al  describe a system BBG which produces a set of
decision lists of varying complexity and empirical error Standard techniques
such as crossvalidation are used to select which list will be used During
construction as each new rule becomes available it is tested in every position
in the list to  nd the best one according to some heuristic When evaluated on
 synthetic data sets BBG outperforms C	 consistently and c	rules
most of the time On four data sets from the UCI repository 
 BBG
performs less well and this is hypothesised to be due to attribute correlations
misleading the BBG branch and bound search
 Exemplarbased techniques
  Nearest Neighbour Methods
Instance based learning is typical of classi ers using this methodology and
Ahas IBL algorithm   will be discussed as an example A set of
the training points is retained in memory and this implicitly  de nes the
edges of learned concepts There is no abstraction of the concept explicitly
maintained Classi cation depends on determining which instances in mem

ory are closest to the new instance and deriving the dominant class in these
neighbours The measure of nearness is
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is a commonlyused Euclidean metric for numeric attributes The implicit
decision surfaces are arbitrarily shaped and not necessarily convex At all po
sitions the decision surface is midway between the nearest neighbours of the
classes on either side of the decision surface One can consider the arbitrarily
shaped decision surfaces to be made of contributions from a large number of
hyperspherical surfaces Variations of this method consider more than one
nearest neighbour during classi cation  Exemplar based techniques rely
on distance or similarity metrics and these depend upon the commensura
bility of attributes As was discussed in Section  such commensurability
cannot be guaranteed and safe metrics are in principle impossible to de
velop
   Nested Rectangles
Nested General Exemplar theory  diers from exemplarbased learning
in that while individual instances can be stored verbatim they may be gen
eralised as hyperrectangles in nspace The rectangles may be nested within
each other to arbitrary depth Nesting may occur as an exception is encoun
tered within a rectangle or by enclosure of a previously separate rectangle
during the generalisation process Generalisation is done by increasing each
dimension of the rectangle by the minimum amount to enclose the new point
This enclosure may be partial leading to overlapping rectangles The classi
 cation heuristic to decide between two rectangles one of which is close to

the test instance and one of which encloses it is the distance between the
rectangle and the point with the minimum distance rectangle being chosen
An enclosing rectangle is de ned to have a distance of zero
An inner rectangle de nes exceptions to the enclosing rectangle concept
Large rectangles with large numbers of single point exceptions within them
always classify points to be the class of the rectangle because of the distance
heuristic Thus the single point exceptions embedded in it are never used
for classi cation Classi cation is done using both stored instances and the
generalised hyperrectangles As with IBL there is no explicit stored repre
sentation of the decision surfaces These surfaces are arbitrarily shaped and
at all points are positioned midway between nearest neighbours or hyper
rectangles
Further experimental work on NGE  suggests that it is weaker than
initially claimed It is demonstrated that there is little bene t in nesting
rectangles and that allowing overlapping rectangles de nitely leads to poorer
performance
 Connectionist Methods
Neural nets   are assemblages of nodes or neurones arranged in 
or more layers which implement linear  and nonlinear discriminants as
a statistical procedure for classi cation Each neurone implements a non
linear activation function ch  depending on the weighted sum of its
inputs It has been demonstrated that neural nets can model any  nite logical
expression  Whilst it is not immediately obvious there is an underlying
geometric model in neural nets Linear threshold units can be viewed as
de ning hyperplanes in the attribute space Sigmoidal units de ne a fuzzy
hyperplane which de nes a narrow region wherein the output value changes
slowly from the value distinctly to one side of the hyperplane to the other


distinct value There is little practical interest in the geometric representation
though work on rule extraction from neural nets 	  	
  implicitly
examines geometric structures It may be that NN techniques implicitly
 nd fuzzy convex hulls but this has not been demonstrated and so remains
conjectural
	 Statistical Methods
This thesis is concerned with supervised learning so statistical methods for
unsupervised learning will not be examined in any detail Typical imple
mentations are UNIMEM  and COBWEB 
 which both produce SAP
decision trees as output
The rest of this section is concerned with supervised learning A simple
statistical technique for constructing a classi er is to  nd a hyperplane which
separates the two classes A linear discriminant 	  between attributes
of the form x
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The values of the coecients can be found by trying to minimise the devi
ations of the instances least squares or minimising the classi cation errors
on the training set logistic Either way the geometric outcome is the suit
able placement of an hyperplane which divides the space into two classes
Quadratic discriminants is an alternative technique but evaluation of the
discriminant coecients is dicult The outcome is the division of space
into two regions by a curve which is a conic section These techniques are
largely useful for separating only two classes though approximate techniques
for larger numbers of classes have been described 


  DIPOL 
DIPOL  is a two stage algorithm which initially determines hyper
planes by logistic regression for each pair of classes The positions of these
hyperplanes are then individually optimised using a gradient descent tech
nique which minimises the misclassi cation costs To handle nonconvex and
nonsimplyconnected classes an initial clustering procedure using a stan
dard minimum squared error algorithm is suggested
Michie et al ch  report that in large scale tests the results of this
new algorithm are very encouraging and although it is never quite  rst in
any trial it is very often second Its overall performance is excellent Michie
also wonders how much of its success is due to the multiway hyperplanes and
how much to the initial clustering 

 Convex Hulls
Plotkin   describes the relative least general generalisation rlgg
of a structure either conceptual or geometric but the size of his rlggs is
controlled by the underlying geometry of the hypothesis language In a com
putational learning context using a representation which has underlying hy
perrectangles    
   	 	 	 	 	
 	 	 all
rlggs are hyperrectangles themselves If a system has convex hulls as its un
derlying structure then generalisation will involve the most minimal increase
in the volume of the concept This will always be less than the increase in
volume in any other style of generalisation since the convex hull is the small
est convex set that contains the set of points A polytope is convex if for any
two points p and q in the polytope the line segment pq is entirely contained
in the polytope A convex hull is de ned as the smallest convex domain
enclosing a set of points In a direct geometric sense the convex hull is the
	
least general generalisation of the points from which it is constructed
The other methods avoid the ndimensional geometry of the learning area
the hyperrectangle based methods by being able to examine each axis sep
arately since surfaces are orthogonal to axes and the statistical methods by
imposing symmetry on the situation and using simple Pythagorean geometry
to determine whether instances are covered The use of arbitrarilyshaped
ndimensional solids to represent decision regions is going to tackle this com
plexity headon relying on ecient algorithms and the speed of modern
computers to render it tractable
The quality of the representation of hypotheses in this framework should
not depend on how well the geometry of the actual concept  ts the hypothesis
language of the inductive system and thus one might expect good quality
hypotheses and representations over a wider range of tasks than methods
with an implicit reliance on a regular polygon structure
Several algorithms for the construction and speci cation of convex hulls
have been published       	 Typically but not necessarily
a convex hull is speci ed by a set of oriented hyperplanes The orientation
is speci ed by the components of an outward pointing vector of length one
perpendicular to the hyperplane and the position by the perpendicular dis
tance of the hyperplane from the origin A point is said to be beneath a plane
if it is coincident with the plane or on the correct internal to the polytope
side and beyond the plane otherwise The time complexity of forming convex
hulls of N points in 
d
has been shown   to be
ON
bd  c

For a point to be within a convex hull it must be beneath every hyperplane
As soon as a point is beyond any hyperplane it is known not to be within
the convex hull
Since the convex hull constraint will provide some degree of smoothing
	
to the edges of concepts there is some expectation of avoiding problems of
over tting and oversearching naturally
  Implementations of Convex Hull Forming Algo	
rithms
There is a number of implementations available but the choice for this work
is constrained by
 the need for the implementation to accept input as attribute vectors
Speci cally algorithms which work in dual space  are not easily
usable as it is desirable to use wellknown data sets from UCI Repos
itory without transformation
 the algorithm should use a oating point representation of values Con
version to integers may be done automatically for the training set as it
is processed by the convex hull constructing software However it has
to be done externally for the test points since they are not processed by
the hull constructing software The use of integral values also reduces
the sensitivity of the classi er at points over the decision surfaces which
do not have integer coordinates
 no algorithm which uses rotation especially if the rotation is random
can be acceptable as attributes are not interchangeable
	 some forms of internal scaling of data values may not be acceptable
because they cannot be repeated outwith the software package partic
ularly scaling dependent on the volume of the initial simplex
 the algorithm needs to function in spaces of high dimensionality and for
most algorithms D is very high since the number of facets and ridges
	
becomes very large For example Klee 
 estimates the number of
facets FdN of a dpolytope with N vertices could be as large as
F dN 
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However the expected number of facets for random points is propor
tional to log
d  
n 
 the algorithm should output a facet list with components of the unit
normal and the distance from the origin to facilitate later tests for
inclusion of points in the hull by the concept learning software
  Survey of Convex Hull Software
 
 cdd
cdd  is a C implementation by Fukuda of the Double Description Method
 and generates the vertices of a general convex polyhedron given by a
system of linear inequalities Input and output are in polyhedra format 
The implementation can do the opposite transformation when supplied with
a list of vertices and rays it will construct the hull The computations are
done using oats and not in nite precision arithmetic This software was not
attractive since attribute vector data sets would need preprocessing before
use and the output format is similarly not immediately useful Also the
data sets provided are not lists of vertices The majority of points will be
internal to the implied convex hull
	
 
  chD
Emiris et al  describe a convex hull construction algorithm combined with
perturbations to sidestep typical problem of having too many points on a
single plane or having points covertical when a sweepline search algorithm
is used The implementation is chD 	 All coordinates must be integers
with an absolute value less than 
 
and the number of dimensions must be
in the range  to  There is a scaling such that the initial simplexs volume
is  and this will make scaling of the test set a problem as the scaling will
change from run to run
 
 Hull
This software constructs convex hulls in general but small dimension The
incremental algorithm is described by Clarkson et al 
 and the numerical
code for normals to facets is described in  While points may be input
as oats they are rounded to integers Facets are output as lists of their
vertices This implementation has only been ported to Crays and SGIs
 
 Porta
Christof and Loebel 	 present a collection of routines for analyzing poly
topes Polyhedra are transformed using FourierMotzkin elimination be
tween two representations
 the convex hull of a set of points and the convex cone of a set of vectors
 a system of linear equations and inequalities
Numerical quantities are integers and operations are performed using rational
numbers Integer points can be determined to be inside the hull
		
 
 lrs qrs rs
lrs like earlier versions rs  and qrs  nds all the vertices of an intersection
of halfspaces by walking from vertex to vertex It is written in C with
exact rational arithmetic and optional lexicographic symbolic perturbation
to handle degenerate polytopes These programs use integer input only
 
 qhull
The Quickhull Algorithm  uses a variant of the Gr unbaums Beneath
Beyond Theorem 	 An initial set of points which forms a simplicial
complex  is selected For each facet a list of points beyond the facet
is constructed there is a visibility constraint on which facets a point can
be associated with then the point farthest beyond the facet is processed
Facets which become internal are deleted from the facet list This use of the
farthest point should minimise the number of points to be processed For a
point to be within a convex hull it must be beneath every hyperplane and
this is easily ascertained by the inner product of the point and the hyper
plane normal being compared with the distance from the origin The Qhull
implementation  accepts lists of points expressed in oats or doubles
and outputs a facet list with each facet being represented by the compo
nents of a unit outward pointing normal to hyperplane and the minimum
distance from the hyperplane to the origin The software has a large number
of options particularly variable convexity constraints which give some control
over the merging of facets and thus of the  nal number of facets for a set
of points
	
   Choice of Package
The qhull implementation was chosen for the construction of convex hulls
and will be called from the classi er software written for this thesis This
choice was made because it provides
 straightforward use of data sets from UCI repository without transfor
mation
 output in an immediately useful form
 control over the size of the facet list
	 easy access to testing new points for inclusion
 oating point arithmetic
 no rotation of points
 scaling can be done simply to both training and test data sets if nec
essary
  Performance Metrics
   Accuracy
The simplest measure of the performance of a classi er is its accuracy or
true misclassi cation rate There are a number of estimates of this ac
curacy which can be used Assuming following Breiman et al  that
instance x with d attributes x
 
        x
d
is drawn from the set of all instances
 Associated with each instance is a class c drawn from the set of all
classes C so that the training and test sets consist of ordered tuples xc
The classi er acts like a function dx which predicts a class c

 C An
	
evaluation function E is de ned to return  if dx  c the actual class of
x and  if dx  c The data set is of size N
Resubstitution Accuracy
This is computed using the same data as was used to construct the classi er
acc
resub


N
N
X
i 
Edx
i
  c
i

Many classi ers try to maximise this value and it can clearly give a very
optimistic estimate Indeed many systems will produce a resubstitution ac
curacy of  for noisefree data However classi ers that have been pruned
will give lower resubstitution accuracy though this measure will still tend to
overestimate predictive accuracy on previously unsighted cases
Test Sample Accuracy
In this estimation some proportion say
 

 of the data is reserved for testing
and the classi er is constructed using the remaining


 This method has
drawbacks in that the classi er is constructed with a smaller sample size
and that care has to be taken in selection of the test sample The most
common approach is to select the test set randomly but some experimenters
ensure that the frequency of classes is the same in the test and training
data Assuming there are N

items in the test set T the accuracy from this
technique is
acc
test


N

X
x
n
c
n
T
Edx
i
  c
i

There is no established justi cation for
 

to


split rather than
 

to


or any
other particular values If the data set is large this method is an excellent
approach because the large number of training items will ensure construction
of as good concepts as possible Similarly the large number of unseen test
items will ensure thorough and fair testing of the classi er
	
Cross
validation Accuracy
For smaller sample sizes using the test and train method above will not
be desirable since there will not be enough training items to ensure the
construction of good concepts after the usual proportion of test items has
been removed One approach to this problem is for the data to be split into
V equal sections a classi er formed using V   of the sections and a test
done using the Vth section For each section omitted a classi er d
v
can be
constructed and the acc
test
can be evaluated as
acc
test
d
v
 

N
v
X
x
n
c
n
T
v
Ed
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  c
i

This is repeated leaving each of the V sections out in turn and using the
average accuracy as the estimate of the true accuracy
acc
cv


V
V
X
v 
acc
test
d
v

There is no established correct value of V and values of  to  are seen in
the literature For very small data sets it may be desirable to use leave one
out training and testing so that V  N 
  Relative Operating Characteristic
Swets  points out that accuracy measures can be obtained in misleading
ways particularly when the relative frequencies of events are very dierent
When systems are required to distinguish between just two dierent cases
there are only a small number of possible outcomes as shown in Table 
If we consider proportions rather than actual frequencies then because
of the nature of the table it is only necessary to record one pair of the
complementary proportions and usually the top two in the table are used

TP
TPFN
and
FP
FPTN
 Consequently
FN
TP  FN
 
TP
TP  FN
	

Table  x Contingency Table
Actual PosAP Actual Neg AN
Classed PosCP True PosTP False Pos FP TPFP
Classed NegCN False NegFN True Neg TN FNTN
TPFN FPTN NTPFPTNFN
and
TN
FP  TN
 
FP
FP  TN
giving the other table entry proportions When a positive diagnosis is made
according to more lenient criteria the proportions of both true and false
positives will tend to rise while the proportions of true and false negatives
will tend to decline If the decision criteria are made more strict to reduce
the proportion of false positives then the proportion of true positives will
also decline A measure of accuracy should be valid for all settings which
can be made The true positive value is plotted against the corresponding
false positive value for many settings of the diagnostic system The curve is
then characterised by the proportion of the area which is under the graph 
implies the system provides no discrimination and  that it provides perfect
discrimination Studies in the areas of weather forecasting  information
retrieval aptitude testing medical imaging materials testing and polygraph
lie detection are discussed This metric has not been used in any other
machine learning work to this investigators knowledge
  More Informative Performance Metrics
Although accuracy is a simple single metric for the evaluation of classi cation
systems its very simplicity reduces its applicability in reallife situations since
it gives no indication of the types of errors a system will make and this can
	
be an important consideration in practical systems
Consider a system for diagnosing rabies the disease is deadly and the
treatment itself is dangerous One must avoid giving the treatment unneces
sarily so a diagnostic system wherein the errors are false positives is totally
unacceptable even if its accuracy is superior to all other diagnostic systems
One which gives false negatives is much more acceptable since one can then
wait for more de nite symptoms before embarking on a dangerous cure Con
trariwise consider a system for diagnosing incipient appendicitis for use on
astronauts going for a long ight This time the treatment is almost entirely
safe although the complications from the appendicitis can be fatal to some
one without access to a hospital Now a system which gives false positives is
acceptable but one which gives false negatives is totally unacceptable even if
it possesses high accuracy
Clearly it is necessary to have separate measures for each class so that
the performance of the classi er can be understood intimately and and the
behaviour of the classi er tuned to suit misclassi cation costs Thus more
sensitive performance measures such as those described by Weiss et al 	
and illustrated in Table  are required These measures are
  Positive Predictive Value which is the fraction of those items identi ed
as belonging to a class which actually belong to the class PPV 
TP
TPFP
  Negative Predictive Value NPV which is the fraction of items iden
ti ed as not belonging to a class which actually do not belong to that
class NPV 
TN
TNFN
  Sensitivity which is the fraction of the items which belong to a class
which are correctly identi ed as belonging to that class Sensitivity 
TP
TPFN

  Speci city which is the fraction of items which do not belong to a class
and are correctly identi ed as not belonging to that class Specificity 
TN
TNFP
  Accuracy 
TPTN
TPTNFPFN
With these measures it is possible to identify the characteristics of a
system which cause poor performance and perhaps be able to adjust the
system to minimise the eect on overall accuracy
  Misclassication Costbased Metrics
This section is not concerned with costs incurred in evaluating attribute val
ues   but with trading one metric against another Pazzani 


discusses trading o cover the ability to classify every instance against ac
curacy Subsequently Pazzani et al 
 
 discuss strategies for reordering
rules in decision lists to minimise misclassi cation costs It will be demon
strated in this thesis that the convex hull based methodology will allow the
trading o of errors in predicting one class for errors predicting another class
by modifying individual rules without reordering If the consequences of
mistaken classi cations are not of equal cost for all classes the placement of
decision surfaces can be adjusted so that the total cost of misclassi cations is
minimised rather than the number of points misclassi ed Most research in
machine learning assumes all misclassi cations have the same cost but this
is not necessarily the case as was demonstrated above Nonetheless the as
signment of actual values for misclassi cation costs is dicult and somewhat
arbitrary Webb 	 describes four approaches to minimising misclassi ca
tion costs
 Divide the data into subsets and perform experiments with dierent
learning biases to see which one to choose for the main task 


 Better safe than sorry  which permits rules for classes with high
misclassi cation cost if they have high empirical support
 Vary the empirical bias of the learning system to reduce the occurrence
of high cost misclassi cations  
 
	 Use background knowledge to bias the system toward suitable hypothe
ses 	
Suppose following Michie et al ch  the cost of misclassifying an
object of class i as class j is cij the probability of an item of class i is p
i

the cost of correctly classifying an item is zero and all misclassi cations have
the same cost c  ci jfor i  j Now if all observations are assigned to
class d the cost will be
C
d
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i
ci d 
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d

So the cost will be minimised by defaulting all classi cations to the class of
highest probability for the object
Misclassi cation costs can be positive 	 where the cost is a function
of the class to which it is assigned or negative where the costs are a function
of the actual class of an object
  Statistical Measures
In comparing two or more classi cation systems on a single domain matched
pair training and test sets will be used and the statistical comparison will
use a ttest with p    taken as the criterion for statistical signi cance
Occasionally actual calculated p values will be shown
When comparing the performance of pairs of classi cation systems over
a set of data domains a sign test will be used Values will be compared

with tabulated values at p    p    p    p    As before
p    will be taken as the criterion for signi cance
  Summary
A geometric view of a variety of popular classi cation techniques has been
presented An alternative geometric approach using convex hulls has been
proposed and some prospective advantage particularly in the expectation
of some congruence between the shape of induced concepts and the actual
underlying concepts has been noted Following a survey of available packages
for constructing convex hulls qhull was selected for use in the experimental
work to follow for the reasons stated in Section 
A simple taxonomy of concept shapes was introduced to facilitate com
parison of actual underlying concepts and induced concepts
It is intended that during the development of each technique the set of
metrics sensitivity speci city etc will be used to gain insight into the func
tioning of algorithms Once the functioning is understood and an algorithm
is being evaluated against other systems accuracy which remains the basic
measurement of performance will be used Since the proposed system should
oer some techniques which can take advantage of costbased classi cation
metrics they will be used when appropriate The ROC method describes
average performance and the intent of this work is to optimise particular
performance so the ROC method will not be used

Chapter 
A Prototype Polygonal
Generalisation System
  Introduction
Classi ers which use axis orthogonal divisions of space will tend to pro
duce good representations of underlying concepts which themselves have
axis orthogonal surfaces SAP concepts Such classi ers are strongly biased
towards such concepts However when presented with underlying SNAP
concepts which do not have axis orthogonal surfaces such systems will tend
to produce a large number of small decision regions Such large numbers of
small regions while individually comprehensible tend to obscure any holistic
comprehension of the domain A classi er which produces few large polygons
will aid holistic appreciation of the domain A classi er which constructs
a tight tting polygon around training data will have no strong geometric
bias and in principle will be able to construct polygons which are arbitrar
ily close to the actual concept Thus such a system will tend to produce
few large polygons where an axis orthogonal system will produce many small
ones Of course such a system will not be expected on average to do as well
	
as an AO system if the underlying concepts are SAP but might be expected
to perform better otherwise
Such a polygonproducing system needs to be prototyped to investigate
problems inherent in polygon construction before designing an ndimensional
system This chapter describes a prototypical system which forms polygonal
decision areas incrementally using a very simple algorithm The expectations
regarding the performance of such a system are made clear The algorithm is
described implemented and tested The results are analysed and compared
with the expectations Some practical diculties for computer implementa
tions are identi ed and a possible solution is proposed
This prototype system was implemented at the start of the project as an
exploratory device and apart from its intrinsic interest it will help the reader
to understand the motivations for the subsequent course of the project
 The Algorithm
The proposed prototype system PIGS constructs Polygons each represent
ing an Inductive Generalisation of the points seen so far using a successive
generalisation algorithm such as employed by GOLEM  DLG 	 and
Multiple Convergence  Each hyperpolygon uses instances as vertices
but no internal vertices or edges are represented New instances which are
internal to an appropriate belonging to the correct concept hyperpolygon
are regarded as being covered and require no action New instances which
are not so covered are attached to the nearest polygon of the correct concept
by performing a minimal generalisation which does not lead to any negative
instances being covered If no generalisation is possible a new polygon is
started
Generalisation of a polygon and point is eected by inserting edges be
tween the new instance and all visible vertices which are one edge from the

nearest point on the polygon to the new instance The algorithm for gener
alisation of a hyperpolygon is shown below
GENERALISE
POLYGONPOLYGON p POINT newinstance 
FIND nearest vertex V
	
 of polygon p
Find all vertices V
 
      V
n
 connected to V
	
IF all V
 
      V
n
are visible from newinstance
REPLACE coordinates of V
	
with those of newinstance
ELSE
DELETE invisible vertices from vertex list V
 
      V
n
CREATE new vertex V
n 
 containing newinstance
CONNECT new vertex V
n 
 to V
	
and vertices in vertex list
DELETE connections from V
	
to vertices in vertex list
ENDIF
END
If the generalised polygon is found to cover an instance of another class the
generalisation is rolled back This form of generalisation when there are no
invisible vertices does not lead to any increase in storage size since no new
vertex is created only the location of a preexisting one is altered
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Figure  Comparison of Minimality of Generalisation
In a continuous instance space the measure of minimality of generalisa
tion should be in terms of the volume of instance space enclosed since the

representation is purely geometric and not restrained to be at particular an
gles to the axes In methods where the representation is at a symbolic level
least generalisation as discussed by Plotkin  in terms of the hypothesis
language is reasonable but subsumes larger volumes of instance space see
Figure  The actual generalisation method is therefore considerably
more conservative than hyperrectangle based methods and would lead one to
expect fewer false positives than with other generalisation techniques Post
processing on the decision regions hyperpolygons should permit extraction
of higher level hypotheses by  tting large regular shapes to the regions us
ing mathematical techniques to select among possible large shapes and using
regularities in one area to complete other areas
 The Prototype
This initial implementation will be in dimensions since all situations are
readily visualised in dimensions In particular then a concept in the
prototype will be a set of surfaces each surface will be a set of lines and each
line will be a pair of vertices An instance of a concept is a point within one
of the surfaces representing that concept and classifying an instance requires
identi cation of which surfaces it lies within
The learning task is to construct concepts when presented with attribute
vectors consisting of pairs of continuous numerical values Nonnumeric at
tributes and missing values are not considered
 Cover and Generalisation
An instance will be covered by a concept if it lies within one of the surfaces
of the concept Cover will be detected in principle by proceeding from
the instance coordinates in a particular direction upwards in the Figures

and counting how many edges are crossed An odd number of edges will
demonstrate that the instance is covered by that surface and therefore by
the concept of which it is part
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Figure  Cover Example
In Figure  points a and c have edge counts of  and  respectively
and therefore are covered whereas points b and d have edge counts of  and
	 and are not covered This simple approach to cover requires some care in
the generalisation operation
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Figure  Faulty Generalisation
Consider the left part of Figure  where points abc have already been
generalised to form a surface P is a new positive instance of the same concept
and N is a negative instance If the generalisation is done as at the right in
Figure  the internal parts of lines Pa and bc will cause the cover algorithm
to malfunction Generalisation bPc is not permitted because it would cover
the negative instance! In this case it is necessary to start a new as yet


degenerate polygon
The algorithm for generalisation of a concept is
GENERALISEPOINT newpoint CONCEPT concept
FOR all polygons in concept
FIND nearest vertex to newpoint
PUT polygon vertex and distance in possiblelist
ENDFOR
ORDER possiblelist on distance
PUT an empty polygon last in possiblelist to
guarantee generalisability
FOR each polygonvertexdistancetuple in the possiblelist
savepolygon  polygon
generalisepolygon newpoint polygon
IF polygon now covers any negative point
polygon  savepolygon
ELSE
RETURN from successful generalisation
ENDIF
ENDFOR
END
Generalisation takes place as shown in Figure 	 In the  rst generali
sation c is the nearest point b is visible but a is not so only b and c are
used for generalisation In the second generalisation c is the nearest point
both a and d are visible so the preferred form of generalisation takes place
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Figure 	 Examples of Generalisation
  Spiking
The reason for sorting the polygons before generalisation is to avoid the
situation shown in Figure  where instance P is generalised onto an inap
propriate region that is region  rather than region  Such eects almost
always create very narrow spikes since to be viable they must not cover
any negative instances However spiking has been observed to occur in two
 
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Figure  Spiking
other situations Early in the induction phase when there are few or no
nondegenerate having  or more points in the d case being studied re
gions two points which are from dierent regions of the same concept may
get joined and if a third point near one of these is processed then a spike from
one region to another will result This can be accepted by the algorithm if no
negative instance in the training set contraindicates this generalisation It
is undesirable as when applying a classi er to classify previously unsighted
objects if an instance falls within the spike it will be classi ed positive to
both concepts see Figure  This problem can be sidestepped by a con

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Figure  Early Spiking
straint on the length of the new sides of the newly generalised area either
relative to the preexisting edges of the newly generalised area or in absolute
terms Clearly the optimal length limit is less than an actual concept width
but the geometry of concepts is not available before the induction process so
some heuristic scheme has to be used Preprocessing the data which will be
seen later to have some attractions would allow estimation of the average
interinstance distance and this could be used to form an absolute length
limit Some experimentation with an absolute length limit showed that the
approach was usable but the diculty lies in choosing a sensible value as well
as knowing if a sensible value actually exists In a domain where there are
underlying concepts of radically dierent sizes it is not apparent that any
good value will be available and so another approach should be sought For
these experiments described in this chapter an absolute length limit is used
Another reason for needing a length limit is in the case of the actual
concept being quantised and there not being any negative instances for in
stance the  squares of Figure  Now if the data starts with  instances in
square  and one instance in square  generalisation would occur across the
forbidden area between them While it is true that the classi er could never
get any instance wrong because none could occur in the forbidden area there
would be no possibility of extracting correct higher level formulations of the
actual concept

 Evaluation
The No Free Lunch Theorem of Wolpert  or its reformulation as the
Conservation Law of Generalisation Performance  states that no learn
ing algorithm can in general obtain higher generalisation performance than
any other In this context it is incumbent upon the researcher presenting
a learning algorithm to identify the types of learning problems for which it
might be expected to obtain high generalisation performance By escaping
the constraints of axisorthogonal decision surfaces PIGS should enjoy an
advantage over systems restricted to axisorthogonal decision surfaces when
learning concepts that cannot be readily represented by such surfaces With
respect to oblique decision trees the relatively short lines developed by PIGS
should give it an advantage when the target concept cannot be well approx
imated by long straight decision surfaces PIGS however is unsuited to
learning tasks where closeness in the instance space is not predictive of class
With this in mind it is expected that PIGS will perform well on a wide va
riety of concept shapes since there is no bias towards a particular geometry
To evaluate these assumptions comparisons between PIGS OC oblique
decision trees 
 and C	 axisorthogonal decision trees  were per
formed on a range of arti cial data sets ranging from squares where one
would expect a decision tree to perform best since it will automatically pro
duce straight edges of the correct orientation to POL 
 parallel oblique
lines where an axis orthogonal decision tree would do less well than say
an oblique decision tree to various curved concepts where all decision trees
should do less well and PIGS should be superior The test concepts shown
in Figure  were used for experimentation Each dimension is in the range
 Training sets consisted of  randomly generated uniformly dis
tributed points and test sets of 	 not drawn from the training set Fifty
training and test set pairs were generated for each of the test concepts and
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Figure  Test Concepts
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Table  Comparison of Predictive Accuracy for PIGS and OC
presented to PIGS OC and C	 When developing rules the maximum
edge length allowed for PIGS was defaulted to  When applying the rules de
veloped by PIGS if no rule applied to an instance the instance was inferred
to belong to the nearest concept using a simple nearest neighbour technique
In no case did two or more contradictory rules cover an instance The accu
racy of PIGS was compared to OC and C	 using a  tailed matchedpairs
ttest The results are shown in Table  and Table  The mean and
standard deviation of the accuracy of each system is shown together with
the test statistic and the probability that the outcome is by chance
It can be seen that PIGS provided signi cantly better performance than
C	 and OC on all concepts with curved geometry On the squares data
set C	 does very well as one would expect but OC not set to prefer

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Table  Comparison of Predictive Accuracy for PIGS and C	
axisorthogonal surfaces does not do signi cantly better than PIGS On the
POL data set OC does signi cantly better than PIGS as expected but
C	 does signi cantly worse as it is badly biased for this type of concept
where there are no axisorthogonal components While testing PIGS it was
observed that
  the number of surfaces per concept was typically  to  and this varia
tion seems to be a function of the order in which instances are seen
  in more than  of runs no instance was covered by regions for two
dierent classes This suggests that the simple absolute value restric
tion on the size of new sides is reasonably successful in stopping spiking
  a number of items on average  lay outside the decision regions
produced by PIGS Clearly the edges of concepts are overspecialised
and there will always be interstices between concepts Consequent
upon this we note that it is errors in the nearest neighbour technique
for unclassi ed points which produces the majority of the false positive
and negative outcomes not PIGS itself
	
 Conclusions
PIGS has demonstrated the feasibility of induction of tight  tting polygons
within a covering algorithm While this prototype implementation is re
stricted to twoattribute domains the approach is in principle extensible to
any number of dimensions The excellent results obtained by this prototype
demonstrate that it warrants further development PIGS obtains signi 
cantly better predictive accuracy than C	 on every domain except squares
where it was expected to be inferior PIGS also obtains better predictive
accuracy than OC on all curved concepts and is not signi cantly worse for
squares OC does perform better on POL but this is not unexpected given
the learning bias of OC The results give a clear practical demonstration of
the consequences of conservation of generalisation performance This perfor
mance from the prototype provides a strong indication that the technique of
using geometrically minimal enclosing hyperpolygons to represent concepts
is sound and has the potential to infer more accurate classi ers than SAP
and SNAP systems in CE and NUC domains
Before extending PIGS to ndimensions the problem of spiking must be
solved rather more satisfactorily than the ad hoc method of limiting the
the distance over which a generalisation can be made The data could be
preprocessed with the objective of having clustered data at the front to enable
seeding of good concepts in the induction process This might minimise
spiking without any ad hoc constraint but would tend to have points which
are close together grouped at the front of the data list Preprocessing the
data with the objective of having well separated points at the front to form
large concepts early and minimise the amount of induction to be done by
having more points covered early in the process would minimise the run
times to construct polytopes and as has been earlier noted this is precisely
the guiding idea of the quickhull algorithm for constructing convex hulls It

is unfortunate that these preprocessing ideas interact badly Fortunately
there is another approach
The main characteristic of polygons with spikes is that they are not con
vex Insisting on convexity of the polygons eliminates the possibility of spik
ing once the initial simplex is created and particular care can be taken over
that  This gives a method of eliminating spiking which does not depend
on arbitrary length constraints and will function equally well for large and
small concepts in a single domain and does not depend on any preprocessing
of points It is important to realise that it is the prescence of the successive
generalisation algorithm that causes spiking It will be necessary to aban
don this type of algorithm when constructing convex hulls in order to avoid
spiking related eects This insistence on convexity will also give access to
theoretical geometry of convex polytopes to guide further work Having ac
cess to theoretical geometric ideas of manipulating convex hulls will allow
the possible later access to postprocessing hulls induced from data in order
to
  aggregate overlapping polygons to reduce the amount of computation
in subsequent classi cation of instances
  smooth concept surfaces to reduce their overspecialisation and to min
imise the interstices between concepts
  construct higher level hypotheses from regularities in the polygons and
their placement in instance space Consider having three equally spaced
concepts two of which are spherical and one of which is poorly rep
resented one might induce that the odd one should also be spherical
Having four identically shaped regularly spaced polygons one might
induce some kind of repetitive law

Chapter 
Implementation and Proof of
Concept
  Introduction
It has been demonstrated in the previous chapter that there is potential to
realise good classi cation performance through the use of geometric decision
surfaces The previous approach was only viable for D spaces and a more
general approach suitable for spaces of high dimensionality is required The
formation of tight boundaries around a set of points has been shown to
have traps for simplistic approaches principally in the formation of long
narrow spikes through inappropriate regions which by an artefact of the
construction of the training set cannot be invalidated To avoid arbitrary
ad hoc restraints which might obviate this problem such as those proposed
in Section  the simple requirement that all generalisations be convex
polytopes has been adopted
A novel method of generalisation using convex hulls is introduced imple
mented and tested particularly in comparison with a modern axisorthogonal
machine learning system with a view to establishing the validity and value of

the method C	 will be used as the axis orthogonal algorithm in the com
parative experiments The reasons for the unusual generalisation algorithm
are stated The set of convex hulls is a superset of the set of axis orthogonal
hyperrectangles and since it is less biased towards axis orthogonal decision
surfaces it is credible that it will provide better classi cation performance
over a range of domains The classi cation performance characteristics of the
method are shown to be quite dierent to those of C	 and often superior to
the extent of achieving  results on some performance metrics on the ar
ti cial data sets This kind of performance may be realisable in real life data
sets under certain circumstances relating principally to the form in which the
classi cation task is set The performance characteristics are demonstrated
on a variety of arti cial data sets
 The CH Algorithm
The perceived problem with SAP biased induction systems is that they will
represent SNAP concepts by a possibly large number of small regions More
comprehensible concept descriptions will be obtained if single concepts can
be represented by single induced structures so the intended system will con
struct as large aggregates of instances as possible Instances of other classes
within such large structures will be treated as exceptions and will be modeled
separately subsequently It is not possible to use an incremental approach to
building convex hulls such as that employed in the prototype system PIGS
because of the problems with spiking discussed in Section 
There are further problems in choosing the points for the initial simplex
in an algorithm which successively generalises a concept to include further
instances Choosing points close together will maximise the chances of con
structing a hull with no contradictory points but would make the algorithm
extremely inecient Contrast this with the quickhull algorithms choice of


the farthest point every time a new point is required This will always max
imise the number of points already included and will thus reduce the number
of points which need to be added to the hull but will tend to allow spiking
The approach of forming a hull around all unclassi ed points of a given class
avoids the need for arbitrary limits on the size of generalisations to avoid
spiking
The antecedent of each rule in the system being developed will be rep
resented by a single convex hull projected onto the instance space The
consequent of each rule will be a class There may be more than one rule
per class These rules will be held in a decision list There is no theoreti
cal requirement as to the order of creation of the rules and an heuristic can
be used to order them for evaluation Initially it is assumed that rules are
constructed for the most populous class at each stage and prepended to the
decision list
The CH algorithm will make a generalisation convex hull of all mem
bers of a single class It will then identify all points which are misclassi ed
and then form a subsequent hull representing a generalisation of one class
in the misclassi ed points and insert it into the list This will continue
until there are no more misclassi ed points or there are insucient points
of a single class to form a hull in a space of that dimensionality To form
a nondegenerate hull in an ndimensional space it is necessary to have at
least n points It is plausible that such a small group of points which are
unattached to any other hull at this stage are just noise and can be safely
ignored Of course some noise may have been incorporated into the other
hulls but because of their conservative size and shape it may be conjectured
that these points are absorbed harmlessly

The initial algorithm can be stated as
CH
Rulelist  empty
Unclassi edpoints  trainingset
WHILE number of unclassi edpoints of any single class  dimensionality
pick a class from unclassi edpoints
form a convex hull of all points of this class in unclassi edpoints
prepend this new rule to Rulelist
unclassi edpoints  all training points not correctly classi ed by Rulelist
ENDWHILE
END
Items will subsequently be classi ed by testing for enclosure by each
rulepolytope in turn in the order in which they appear in the rulelist
Immediately an enclosing rule is found the search is terminated and the
class of the rule is assigned to the item
 Rening the CH Algorithm
Rather than randomly choosing the next class for which to form a rule and
since the number of hulls to be formed is expected to be small all possi
ble classes should be tried to construct the best next rule However the
interaction of this strategy and prepending new rules does not necessarily
produce the shortest decision list Consider the data space shown in  g
ure 	 Assuming pop  pop where popn is the population of region
n then the  rst rule will cover region  All the points of class  will be mis
classi ed and go into the unclassi edpoints list Subsequently the rule for
class  will be constructed and prepended to the list Now the classi cation
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Figure 	 Shortest Decision List
of all points in the trainingset will fail for all points of class  since they will
be seen as enclosed by class  and misclassi ed So another version of the
rule for class  will be formed and prepended to the rulelist which will now
be  and will correctly classify all points Nonetheless the  rstformed
and lastconsidered rule  will never be referred to and could be deleted
However detecting the fact that the two rules are the same is dicult with
continuous valued variables A simpler solution is that followingWebb 	
instead of prepending new rules they are tested in all possible positions in
the list and the position which leads to the fewest elements of the trainingset
being misclassi ed is used This does not guarantee a globally optimal list
ordering but seems a good heuristic It will allow formation of the best next
rule at each stage but will never result in two or more essentially identical
representations of a single concept
It may also be advantageous to have a default rule for points which are
not classi ed by the rulelist Since the last rule to be tested in the rule
list will be the background rule it makes a plausible default The other
obvious candidate is the most populous class in the trainingset However a
class of small volume but which is densely populated would be problematic
at the end of the list so the natural last rule in the list will be the default
and its class will be ascribed to items without testing which have matched
no other rule

Two other matters need to be dealt with at this stage Categorical at
tributes cannot take part in hulls and so must be separated into an array and
the continuous attributes held separately for passing to the hull constructing
mechanism A record is kept in the array of the set of all categorical values
which have been observed for that class For a point to be covered by a
rule it must not have any categorical attribute outside the set and must fall
within the convex hull which is imposed on the continuous attributes
If the number of unclassi ed continuous points in a class are less than
the number needed to de ne a convex hull then an axis orthogonal hull
will be constructed by storing the minimum and maximum value of each
numerical attribute Also if the current rule does not result in a reduction
of the number of unclassi ed points the rule construction process is stopped
Testing if a point is covered by a rule will consist of checking whether the
appropriate categorical attribute ag is set and then if the hull has the
convex ag set testing if the continuous attribute vector is within the hull
If the convex ag is not set then the test appropriate for containment in an
axis orthogonal hyperrectangle is performed
Thus the rule resulting from a consideration of positive training examples
consists of the tightest convex hull which encloses the projection of those
examples onto the continuous attributes as well as the set of all categorical
attribute values of those examples
Thus the CH algorithm can be re ned to be CH
CH 
Rulelist  empty
FOR all classes
Unclassi edpointsthis class  trainingset
ENDFOR
prevnummisclassi edpts  

constructnextrule and update nummisclassi edpts
WHILE nummisclassi edpts  
AND nummisclassi edpts  prevnummisclassi edptsthis class
prevnummisclassi edptsthis class  nummisclassi edpts
misclassi edpoints  all points in trainingset not correctly
classi ed by Rulelist
constructnextrule and update nummisclassi edpts
ENDWHILE
END
CONSTRUCT
NEXT
RULE
SET best rule to empty
COUNT number of each class in misclassi ed points
FOR all classes
IF number in this class is zero
continue to next class
ENDIF
extractnextrule
FIND best position for next rule
IF this rule is best so far
SAVE rule to best rule
ENDIF
ENDFOR
INSERT best rule in DL in appropriate position
CONSTRUCT new misclassi ed points list
END

EXTRACT
NEXT
RULE
FOR all points in misclassi ed points list
FOR all attributes
IF categorical
SET array entry in rule
ELSE
PUT in continuous attribute  le
ENDIF
ENDFOR
IF not enough points to construct hull OR forcing AO HULL
construct AO HULL
ELSE
construct convex hull
IF qhull fails
construct AO HULL
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDFOR
END
 Time Complexity of CH
Consider the classi cation of n points in d dimensional space where there are
c actual concepts It is a design expectation that there will be approximately
c hulls It is also the case that a point which is outside any given hull will be
beneath approximately half the facets and beyond the other half of the facets
of the given hull
	
Testing for Coverage of a Point
Firstly the time for considering the coverage of categorical values is negligible
compared to coverage of continuous attributes and will be ignored Thus it
is only necessary to consider a point as being covered when it is beneath every
facet for a given hull Since there are expected to be few hulls a sequential
inspection is used Since the facets are unordered they will also be inspected
sequentially but when the current point is found to be beyond the current
facet the inspection of facets of the current hull can be abandoned Assuming
the data points are approximately evenly divided between hulls a hull will
have log
d  
n
c
facets see Section  Typically we would expect to test
half the hulls before  nding one which does not cover the current point Thus
testing a single point has time complexity O
c

 log
d  
n
c
  Oc  log
d  
n
c

Testing all points for classi cation will have time complexity ofOnc log
d  
n
c

Constructing the List of Hulls
It can be expected from design criteria that there will be approximately c
groups of unclassi ed points to be processed Finding the most populous
class in each pass will involve counting classes and will take one pass through
On points Forming the convex hull has time complexity Section  of
On
bd  c

Finding the best position for the new rule will take approximately c

opera
tions and reclassifying all points each time will take Oc log
d  
n operations
Thus the time complexity of the hull creating algorithm is
Oc

 log
d  
n  n
bd  c


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  Implementation of CH
The algorithm was implemented in C and interfaced to the quickhull software
 When a convex hull has been created it is stored in the calling programs
rule list in the appropriate position for use when classifying test points If a
convex hull cannot be created because there are insucient points or the hull
is degenerate an axis orthogonal hull is substituted for it Each rule then
contains a set of categorical attribute values and either a list of convex hull
facets or a set minimum and maximum values for each attribute representing
the axis orthogonal hull Each facet in the list contains
  the signed oset of the hyperplane from the origin the sign speci es
which side is beneath and which is beyond
  a list of the components of a unit outward pointing normal to the
hyperplane
  the distance above the plane which is considered to be beneath the
plane This is usually a small number reecting the rounding errors in
the calculations but it will be manipulated later when inating hulls
Thus in an Ndimensional domain each facet is represented by N oating
point numbers
 Comparison of the Classication Perfor
mance of CH  and C
In order to investigate the dierences in the performance of CH and C	
in a systematic way arti cial data sets were used so that the density of data
points the dimensionality of the data set and the complexity of the data set
could be controlled C	 was chosen as a wellknown exemplar of an SAP or

AO system and will be used as such for comparisons throughout this thesis
Since these arti cial data sets are easy to visualize they were employed
until CH was reasonably functional the early versions could not handle
categorical data and then evaluation could be done using realworld data
sets Some arti cial data sets which will cause an SAP classi er to produce
many small rectangular regions were designed to compare the performance
of an SAP system and the convex system It is expected that the convex
hull system is better biased for learning these concepts and dierences in
performance can be expected on that basis The arti cial data sets consisted
of
  a circle embedded in a rectangular universe and the  and 	 dimensional
analogues class  is the outer area of the universe and class  is inside
the circle The data sets with typical point populations in classes 
and  in brackets are identi ed as circle 	 sphere
 hypsphr 

  two concentric circles embedded in a rectangular universe and the D
and 	D analogues class  is the outer area of the universe class  is
the annulus and class  is inside the inner circle The data sets with
typical populations as before are identi ed as CnCrcl or polo
	 	  CnSphr or solidpolo or spolo 
  CnHySp or hyperpolo or hpolo  


  a more complex D universe called RCC containing a rectangle and
two circles shown in  gure 	    This universe exhibits
disjunction for class  which makes it more complex
For each experiment a data set of size   	 
 or 
items was generated with elements randomly placed within the data universe
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Figure 	 The RCC Universe
range  to  in each dimension and classi ed according to their location
The data set was then randomly partitioned into 
 training examples and
 testing examples with random ordering within each and the resultant
sets were presented to both C	 and CH The partitioning shuing and
testing were carried out  times for each data set The performance metrics
described in Section 	 are extracted and used to understand the diering
performances of the two systems to a depth which the use of accuracy alone
would not permit
The results for each experiment are summarised in Tables 	 to 	 and
the accompanying graphs in Figures 	 to 	 The  rst result in each
box is the C	 result and the second is the CH result Results which are
signi cantly dierent at the  level are marked with an " beside the
superior result Lack of an " implies there is no signi cant dierence
between the values
 Analysis of NPV Results
These results are presented in Table 	 and Figure 	 Examining the
performance of the classi ers CH and C	 on every data set it can be seen
that CH is almost always signi cantly better for the rule for the outermost
class and never signi cantly worse The value is always very high and for
other than the D case is  implying that everything which CH classi es


as not belonging to this class does not in fact belong to this class This is as
one would expect as the CH method of constructing the hull for inner objects
will not overgeneralise and include inappropriate objects Thus all objects of
the outer class will be seen as such For the rule for the innermost class C	
is usually signi cantly better and never worse on any of the tests although
one can see from the graphs that the performance of CH approaches that
of C	 as the data set gets very large One might surmise that CH will
always eventually achieve comparable or better performance if the data set
is suciently large In the concentric data sets where there is a middle
class it appears that if there is sucient data CH will have a better
NPV than C	 However the necessary amount of data increases with the
dimensionality of the data set In a D data set  points is enough for
CH to be superior but in D it needs somewhat over  points and in
	D it needs considerably more than the  points used in the experiment
In the RCC data set CH does better in the outer class and C	 on the
other two but as the data density rises the performance of CH approaches
and passes that of C	 eventually
  Analysis of PPV Results
These results are presented in Table 	 and Figure 		 For the outermost
class the PPV of C	 is almost always signi cantly better than that of
CH although the CH value approaches that of C	 as the data density
increases becoming negligibly dierent for circle and becoming superior
for CnCrcl The same eect is present but less dramatic at higher dimen
sionality In this case the tight bound which CH puts on the inner class
is counterproductive since it leaves a possibly large number of inner class
points outside the boundary and these are subsequently wrongly classi ed
as the outer class leading to a low PPV for CH for the outer class C	s
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
somewhat larger generalisation catches more of these peripheral innerclass
points and so its PPV for the outer class is good However for the innermost
class CHs tight minimal generalisation leads to  performance on all
but the D cases where it is still high C	 does more poorly because its
looser generalisation includes some outer class points in its characterisation
of the innermost class For the RCC data set C	 does better at all
densities tested although CH approaches the same performance at higher
densities CH always does better for class  and also for class  when there
are more than 	 points Looking at Figure 	 it can be seen that class 
is visually in front of class  and that the bound around class  will be tight
with some items escaping into class  but not viceversa
 Analysis of Sensitivity Results
These results are presented in Table 	 and Figure 	 The sensitivity of
CH for the outer class is signi cantly better than that of C	 except for
two cases where they are not signi cantly dierent Since CH puts a tight
bound around the innermost class one would expect that almost all items
of the outermost class would be in the outermost class and hence the 
performance on all but the D data sets is not unexpected Similarly for
the innermost class C	s looser bound enables it to capture most of the
peripheral class members while they may escape CH As the data density
rises the performance of CH approaches that of C	 When a middle class
is present CH is superior at low dimensionality but its performance ap
proaches that of C	 as the data set size increases For the RCC data set
CH performs better on the outer class and C	 on the inner one although
as the data set size increases this dierence becomes negligible For class
 C	 performs better at low data densities and CH when there are very
large data sets
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
 Analysis of Specicity Results
These results are presented in Table 		 and Figure 	 C	 usually has
signi cantly better speci city for the outermost rule since its larger general
isation strategy correctly identi es most of the items belonging to the inner
class or classes so it correctly excludes from the outermost class almost all
of the innermost class As the data set size increases CH exhibits similar
or better behaviour on the outermost class For the innermost class CH
performs signi cantly better and often at or close to  It is simple to
see that the tight bound ensures that almost all members not of the inner
class are excluded from it When there is a middle class CH always exhibits
signi cantly better performance The performance for the RCC data set
is similar except that for the partially occluded class  C	 exhibits better
performance at lower dimensionality and CH at higher dimensionality
 Analysis of Accuracy Results
These results are presented in Table 	 and Figure 	 For small data sets
C	 tends to have better accuracy although some dierences are not signif
icant As the size of the data set rises CH always becomes signi cantly
better The point at which the change takes place appears to be depen
dent on the dimensionality of the data being higher as the dimensionality
increases It is possible that CHs need for large numbers of data points is a
consequence of its less stringent geometric bias It chooses between a greater
number of classi ers because it has more options in terms of position and
orientation of each decision surface and thus it needs more data to make
good choices If it has sucient data then its greater exibility should enable
it to make better classi ers
There is an oddity in the accuracy for CnSphr in that the accuracy drops
from the  item data set to the  item set When compared to the
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Table 	 Accuracy
other graphs in Figure 	 it can be seen that the accuracy for the  item
set is abnormally high This is assumed to be an artefact of the  item
data set for which no explanation is oered The RCC data set shows the
same dependency of relative performance on the size of the data set
 Comparison of Performance Metric Re
sults
The performances of these two systems are quite dierent when examined
closely being most marked in the areas where CH can achieve  results
even at low data densities Clearly if a classi cation problem can be cast
in a form where CH delivers  performance it will be a very powerful
tool More generally C	 tends to oer better accuracy at low data densities
and CH at higher densities but performance on other metrics tends to be
balanced overall at low densities but favours CH at higher densities
The initial description of concepts as innermost outermost and mid
dle seems unhelpful and if one can look at the data sets as a visual depth
problem with all data sets formed into convex hulls then the visual ordering


of frontback etc seems more useful
Another aspect of performance is the output C	 produces trees with
	 to  nodes whereas CH produces a much smaller number of decision
regions often the same number as there are classes in the domain However
there are many domains where the heuristic rule insertion technique becomes
trapped in a local minimum and cannot escape This is caused by subsequent
rules being placed deeply in the rule list to avoid a rise in the number of
resubstitution errors This placement of the rule leaves the same group of
points still unclassi ed and the algorithm can make no further progress As a
consequence of this behaviour the hillclimber which inserted new rules in the
apparent best position has been abandoned in favour of simple prepending of
new rules The default rule has thus become the  rst rule constructed which
is the last rule in the evaluation order of the list This rule covers the most
populous class in the training set
 Conclusions
The basic idea of concept formation through the construction of geometric
entities has been established and demonstrated The performance of the
system in comparison with C	 has been as would be theoretically expected
from the dierent sizes of generalisation produced by each methodology On
the metrics examined there is often a data set size below which C	 performs
better and above which CH is better This turnover point appears to
increase with the dimensionality or number of attributes of the data set It
is possible that CHs need for large numbers of data points is a consequence
of its less stringent geometric bias It chooses between a greater number of
classi ers because it has more options in terms of position and orientation
of each decision surface and thus it needs more data to make good choices
CH also hugs the data points more closely than a hyperrectangle leading


to more conservative genralisations so more data is needed to force the hull
to cover an appropriate region of instance space If it has sucient data then
its greater exibility should enable it to make better classi ers
The importance of using metrics which are more informative about how
a classi er performs than just accuracy has been stressed Of particular in
terest is the fact that CH can obtain  performance on some metrics
The metrics on which this result is obtained depends on the geometry of the
actual concepts In the simple cases examined in this chapter the concept
which is visually the topmost exhibits this behaviour for NPV and sensitivity
for sphere hypersphere spolo and hpolo For the background concept CH
obtains  performance on PPV and speci city for sphere hypersphere
spolo hpolo and multi C	 never obtains this singular result If the classi
 cation task can be framed appropriately and the actual concept geometry
permits CH may provide a very powerful classi cation tool However the
arti cial data sets used so far are very simplistic only one has any disjunctive
concepts and real world data sets will be examined later once the algorithm
is fully understood and optimised The fact that the data sets used have
precise boundaries may also mislead as to the performance obtainable on
real world data sets since there may be no precise boundaries expressed in
the attribute sets which have been measured
An important advantage of the succinct geometric representation is that
it gives access to work on diameters of hulls proximity ndimensional viewing
techniques  and the possibility of higher level mathematical descriptions
of concepts
The discovery of a problem with the dynamic ruleordering heuristic has
resulted in the abandoning of dynamic rule ordering and reversion to the
simple prepending of rules to the decision list This implies that the default
class is the most populous one in the domain
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Figure 	 Negative Predictive Value Graphs for CH and C	
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Figure 		 Positive Predictive Value Graphs for CH and C	
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Figure 	 Sensitivity Graphs for CH and C	
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Figure 	 Speci city Graphs for CH and C	
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Figure 	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Chapter 
Ination of Convex Hulls
  Introduction
The performance characteristics of a classi er using convex hulls can be con
sidered by examining Figure 




	
C




	
A B
Figure  Performance Characteristics
The actual concept is shown as the rectangle C Typically a convex hull
based system will construct an enclosure which is a subset of C such as
oblong B in the  gure simply because the random sampling technique used
to construct the training set will omit some extremal data points Clearly
every item which is classi ed as B will also be a member of C so the PPV of
this classi cation will be  However as membership of B is a subset of
	
the actual concept C the sensitivity of this classi cation will reect this by
being less than  If the sample points are uniformly distributed through
the data space the sensitivity will be the ratio of the areas of B and C If
the points outside B are examined it is seen that they are not all outside of
C and so the NPV of the classi er for this class will be the ratio C to B
assuming uniform distribution as before Since C is a subset of B the
speci city of the classi er will be 
If the classi er is for the moment assumed to produce an overlylarge
classifying hull A instead of B the performance characteristics are quite
dierent C	 will in principle produce this kind of performance for under
lying convex concepts if the available counterexamples do not fall close to
the decision boundary It will of course be overspecialising the neighbour
ing concept but if the  rst region is the important one for the classifying task
then the eect will be marked This can be seen immediately by considering
that C	 will induce a rectangular concept for a D concept which is trian
gular Now since A subsumes C all members of A will not be members of
C and so the PPV will be the ratio C to A The sensitivity will also be the
ratio C to A The NPV will be  since all items of A are also C The
speci city will be the ratio A to C since the classi er will miss items in the
volume AC Clearly the classi cation performance of A could be improved
by shrinking it and that of B by inating it
This chapter investigates the consequences of inating convex hulls in
various ways on the classi cation performance on the representation A sim
ple ination algorithm is described Limiting the amount of ination applied
is explored using limits at facet hull class and domain level

 Inating a Convex Hull
The edge of a concept has been assumed to be the hyperplane surface of the
convex hull but as we have seen this is very conservative in its location since
these hyperplanes pass through points occupied by positive instances There
may be some not inconsiderable distance from a facet to the  rst point which
is of another class Test points in this volume will default to being classi ed
as belonging to a dierent class from the nearby hull This may result in the
outer concept being overgeneralised and similarly the nearby inner convex
hull being undergeneralised This can be adjusted by moving all facets of
the hull outwards which is analogous to inating it like a balloon This
will generalise the concept represented by the convex hull and specialise the
external concept The hull ination can be implemented by allowing points
some small distance beyond each hyperplane to be considered to be beneath it
The CH implementation will be altered so that a variable facet ination
which stores the amount of the ination can be set for each facet or for the
hull owning the facet This can be set from the variable min dist beyond
which stores the distance to the nearest point beyond a facet modi ed by
the amount of ination to be applied
A simplistic view of ination would lead one to expect that as a hull is
inated the PPV will rise as it becomes less likely that any given point of
a class is omitted due to the hulls greater size The sensitivity should start
to fall at some stage since points of other classes start to be captured by the
enlarged hull and similarly the speci city will initially rise and then start
falling if the hull is overinated The NPV should rise towards  as
the hull inates and the only points not included are all not members of the
enclosed class
The maximum amount of the ination can clearly be limited at several
dierent levels as shown in Figure  The numbers  and  show the

position of an instance of that class and the original uninated per hull
limited and per facet limited inated hulls are shown
  Each facet of every hull can be inated individually until resubstitu
tion errors arise that is until the facet eectively includes the nearest
external point All facets may be inated by dierent amounts Some
facets may be inatable by an in nite amount because no instance of
another class exists beyond them They may become detached from
the rest of the convex hull but this will not aect the correctness of the
inclusion test so no attempt will be made to detect detached facets
This ination will be called per facet ination
  All facets of a single hull can be inated simultaneously until resub
stitution errors arise As soon as any resubstitution error occurs all
ination stops and all facets are inated by the same amount This
will be called per hull ination
  All facets of all hulls of a single concept can be inated simultaneously
and by the same amount until resubstitution errors arise This has the
problem that if one hull cannot be inated then none can This will
be called per concept ination It is not expected to be useful since
ination is so restricted
  all facets of all hulls of all concepts in the domain are inated simulta
neously until resubstitution errors rise in any hull This will be called
per domain ination Since it is more limited than per concept in
ation it is not expected to be useful
The  rst two modes of ination described above will be investigated
experimentally It is expected that it will be possible to have accurate expec
tations of the performance of the latter two from consideration of the former
two The  nal full ination value distance beyond the hyperplane for each
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Figure  Diering Ination Strategies
facet is the maximum ination value and produces the greatest generalisation
in the internal hull and greatest specialisation of the outer concept without
any resubstitution errors When there are no dierential misclassi cation
costs and when raw accuracy is to be maximised there is clear reason for
preferring this to the original hulls since the original is too specialised and
will miss nearby points of the same class in the region for which there was
no evidence An alternative to full ination may be to inate the inner hull
so that both concepts are approximately equally generalised relative to the
empirical evidence in terms of the volume of the space which contained no
evidence This will be called semi ination For simplicity all dimensions
will be assumed to be similar and a simple geometric calculation based on
the simplifying assumption that the hulls are spherical will yield the fraction


of the maximum distance beyond the hyperplane which is equivalent to semi
ination the two radiir
 
and r

 are determined such that the correspond
ing volumes V
 
and V

are in the ratio  The experimental section will
examine the use of full and half ination for guidance in their use
 Algorithm for Per Hull Ination
After the construction of a set of facets hyperplanes owned by a rule each
facet is annotated with the distance of the nearest point beyond min dist beyond
it which is of a dierent class If there is no such point the min dist beyond
is set to in nity This distance represents the maximum possible ination for
that facet The rule itself is annotated with the smallest of these limits and
that will be the maximum permissable per hull ination amount This algo
rithm expects a pointer to a rule as input and modi es the contents of the
facet ination  eld of each facet for per facet ination and of the rule for per
hull ination The value of this facet ination is the distance beyond a facet
which is subsequently considered to be beneath the facet The appropriate
value is chosen by inspecting the ination mode currently in use
 Test of Implementation of Per Hull Ination
The implementation was tested on the training and test sets called square
and quad which are shown in Figures  and 	 In each case the empty
area in the training set is populated by class  in the test set so that the
eect of ination can be demonstrated The uninated hull will misclassify
all items in the test set which are in the initially empty area However after
ination it should correctly classify all these points The data points are
randomly distributed over the whole area in each case
The square data set should result in a tight convex hull around the
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Figure  Implementation Test  Square Sets
Uninated Inated
Actual  Actual  Actual  Actual 
Classi ed  	 	 	 
Classi ed   		  	

Table  Confusion Matrix square
concept labeled  and when used to classify the test set it should give
erroneous classi cations for all test points in the area which was empty in
the training set After ination the hull corresponding to concept  should
have been generalised to cover essentially all of the empty area and should
have very few erroneous classi cations
The uninated hull gives  errors on the test set while the inated
one gives only  errors The confusion matrix is shown in Table 
As would be expected the number of points in each area is approximately
proportional to the area The small number of errors can be ascribed to
the fact that the convex hull will not necessarily be rectangular and will not
necessarily cover small areas in the corners
The quad data set should not be inatable in per hull mode as both
of the straight edges should be closely represented in the convex hull and

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Figure 	 Implementation Test  Quad Sets
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Table  Confusion Matrix quad
therefore be uninatable As expected the test performance is the same in
both cases con rming no ination took place The results as a confusion
matrix are shown in Table  These experiments give some con dence
regarding the implementation of per hull ination This data set also shows
the attraction of having ination done on a per facet basis rather than on a
per hull basis

 Evaluation of Per Hull Ination Strate
gies
In this section it is intended to compare the performance of convex hulls
for classi cation with no ination full ination and semi ination The
experiments will use the per hull ination mode Experiments were carried
out on a range of data sets from the UCI Repository The sets were chosen
because they have mainly or entirely continuous attributes which CH is
designed to handle and because only numerical attributes can be inated
Missing values cannot be handled by CH and these are replaced by the
mean for that attribute
The experiments were carried out by shuing the data randomly and
dividing it randomly into 
 training and  test items With each set
of data the classi cation performance was measured with no semi and full
per hull ination Average values for predictive accuracy over  runs are
shown in the result tables Signi cant dierences are shown by superscript
numbers of the columns to which the superscripted value is signi cantly
better at p using a matchedpair  tailed ttest The results are
shown in Table  Comparing nil and semi ination it can be seen that
semi ination is superior by a ratio of  which using a two tailed sign test
is signi cant at p   Similarly semi ination has a win loss ratio of

 over full ination but this is not signi cant Full ination has a win loss
ration of 
 over nil ination but again this is not signi cant It would
appear that semi ination is the preferred method for per hull ination but
this conclusion is not very strong since there is little dierence between semi
and full ination
Unfortunately the underlying actuality may be that full ination in eect
is just like semi ination because high points resulting in a very small value

Accuracy Nil In Semi In Full In
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Table  Various Amounts of Per Hull Ination

of min dist beyond on a hull may impinge upon a point of a dierent class
terminating ination while in other regions of space large amounts of possible
ination will never occur as a result Comparison of these results with those
of an experiment using per facet ination may yield some insight into this
It would appear that in most 
 of the data sets per hull ination has
little eect as might be expected from such a constrained method In the
hepatitis set the ination produces some improvement in performance but
in  domains it results in some decrease in performance which is unexpected
and needs to be understood
 Interaction between Ination Decision Lists and
Performance Metrics
A simplistic view of ination of polytopes as a method of altering the perfor
mance of the classi er leads to expectations of behaviour of the performance
metrics which are not observed in practice As a polytope is inated one
would expect the sensitivity and NPV would rise as one gets fewer false nega
tives and the PPV and speci city to decrease as one gets more false positives
However this ignores the interaction between neighbouring polytopes as in
ation takes place and it also ignores the eects of the  xed ordering of tests
implied by the decision list structure
The Basic Situation
Consider the concepts A and B in the rectangular universe shown in Fig
ure  A
l
and B
l
 respectively show to where the concepts learned from
the training set extend the geometry is exaggerated for clarity A
i
and B
i
show to where the inated concepts extend In the statements below A is
taken to mean everything to the left of the full centre line and B everything
to the right These represent the actual underlying concepts Similarly A
l
	
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B
Figure  Basic Situation
and A
i
are taken to mean everything to the left of the named line and B
l
and
B
i
similarly but to the right If the classi er is used with no ination the
expected values for the classi er for A using the formulae in Section 	
are
PPV  A
l
A
l
   
Sensitivity  A
l
A
l
 A A
l
  A
l
A  
NPV  BB  A A
l
  
Specificity  BB    
The classi er for B performs exactly symmetrically
Now consider that the constructed concepts have been inated The
expected values for the classi er for A are
PPV  A
i
A
i
   
Sensitivity  A
i
A
i
 A A
i
  A
i
A  
but greater than previous case since A
i
 A
l

NPV  BB  A A
i
  
but greater than previous case since A A
i
  A A
l

Specificity  BB    

It is still the case that the expected values of the metrics for concepts A
and B are completely symmetric
Basic Situation with Overlap
A A
l
A
i
B
i
B
l
B
Figure  Overlapping Situation without Misclassi cation
All annotations in Figure  have the same meaning as in Figure  The
only dierence is that during ination A
i
has strayed over into actual con
cept B The consequences can be seen in the values for the metrics for A
shown below
PPV  AA A
i
 A  AA
i
 
Sensitivity  AA   
NPV  AB  A
i
AB  A
i
    
Specificity  ABA
i
ABA
i
A
i
A  A
i
AB  
For B the metrics will be unaltered from the previous case if there is no
ordering of rules However in a decision list there is a distinct and  xed
ordering of the rules and anything which has fallen within the scope of an
earlier rule can never be classi ed positive by a later one Consider now rule
B with the consequence of the ordering that it can never classify as positive
any thing previously classi ed as belonging to A The metrics for B will be

PPV  B
i
B
i
   
Sensitivity  B
i
B
i
 A
i
 A  
NPV  AA B  B
i
  
Specificity  AA   
It can be seen that the symmetry in the behaviour of the metrics is now
gone as a consequence of the intrusion of one inated rule into the domain
of a dierent actual concept
More Complex Situation
In Figure  A
l
and B
l
are both at an angle but of course completely
within their respective actual concepts
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Figure  Overlapping Situation with Misclassi cation
However when ination is applied it can be seen that A
i
and B
i
intrude
into the other concept and do not completely cover their own actual concept
Examining the metrics for concept A after ination
PPV  A
i
onA
i
onon  A
i
onA
i
 onA
i
 

The behaviour of PPV is going to depend on how on and A
i
behave on
ination and conceivably PPV will be able to both increase and decrease in
general
Sensitivity  A
i
onA
i
onm  mA
i
on  
This increases or decreases as the concept is inated depending on the relative
sizes of on and m
NPV  B  o nB  o n m   mB  o n
This similarly increases or decreases as the concept is inated depending on
the relative sizes of on and m
Specificity  B  o nB  o n  o n   o nB  
As ination proceeds on increases so the speci city decreases Examining
the metrics for concept B assuming prior application of the rule for concept
A
PPV  B  o nB  o n m   mB  o n  
This will increase or decrease during ination depending on the relative sizes
of M and on
Sensitivity  B  o nB  o n  o n   o nB
As ination increases on will increase and sensitivity will decrease
NPV  AmAm  n    nAm
As m increases the NPV increases as n increases the NPV decreases There
fore NPV may increase or decrease during ination
Specificity  AmAm m  mA
As ination increases m decreases and so the speci city will increase


  Summary of Discussion
  PPV  When the inated polytope is still contained in the actual con
cept the PPV will remain  but as overlap occurs it may drop
or rise depending on how the induced and actual concepts overlap and
the order of application of the rules If the concept is overinated the
PPV will drop due to the presence of false positives this eect may be
inhibited by earlier evaluated rules which prevent false positives
  Sensitivity  This is less than  when the actual concept contains
the induced concept and  when the induced concept contains the
actual concept When the inferred and actual concept partially overlap
each other the sensitivity may rise or fall at any given point during the
ination It has also been shown that sensitivity need not reach 
because of the eect of earlier rules
  NPV  In general the NPV will increase as more actual positives are
included but during the ination process it may rise or fall at any given
point Further the presence of earlier rules may prevent it reaching the
 no matter how much it is inated
  Specicity  This is  for simple induced concepts which are con
tained within the actual concept but falls as concepts are inated too
much However it has been shown that speci city can increase or de
crease during ination depending on the order of evaluation of rules
  Ination of all rules in a decision list does not necessarily generalise
all rules Some may be specialised as a result of generalisation of other
rules This means that no  rm expectations about the classi cation
accuracy can be justi ed in general and empirical study is necessary to
evaluate ination strategies

 Algorithm for Per Facet Ination
This algorithm expects a pointer to a rule as input and modi es the con
tents of the facet ination  eld of each facet attached to the rule Since the
min dist beyond is dierent for each facet dierent facets may be inated by
radically dierent amounts It may be that a facet is inated to the extent
that it is no longer in contact with the rest of the hull but this cannot be
detected Since it will have no bad consequences other than doing an un
necessary inclusion test such detached facets will not be tested for nor will
they be handled specially in any way
 Evaluation of Per Facet Ination
The experiments described in Section 	 were replicated to test various
levels of ination within per facet ination limits for the same range of data
sets as before The results are shown in Table 	 A superscript on a value
shows the columns to which result is signi cantly dierent in a  tailed ttest
at the  level It can be seen that semi ination has a winloss advantage
of 	 over nil ination and this is signi cant at p   for a  tailed sign
test Full ination has a winloss ratio of  over semi ination which is
signi cant at p   Full ination has a winloss ratio of  over nil
ination which is signi cant at p   It is thus clear that semi ination
is superior to nil ination and that full ination is superior to both for per
facet ination over this range of data sets
Unlike per hull ination there are no cases where ination has markedly
reduced the classi cation accuracy slight reduction in full ination for ger
man only and  cases where there is a marked increase The empirical
evidence is that per facet ination is less prone to anomalous decreases in
performance than per hull ination

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Table 	 Various Amounts of Per Facet Ination

 Comparison of Ination Types
The experiment described in Section 	 was carried out to compare per facet
and per hull ination on matched data sets Full ination was used in case
of per facet ination and semi for per hull ination based on the conclusions
of the previous sections The results are shown in Table  Examining the
results per facet ination has a winloss ratio of  over per hull ination
and this is signi cant at p   Clearly full per facet ination is the
strongest ination technique over the data sets used in the experiments and
consequently all pure ination experiments will use this method in the rest
of this thesis
There is no clear reason why the performance on the german data set is
dierent from the rest
	 Conclusions
Ination was introduced as a method of modifying the overspecialisation of
the convex hulls and is shown to be a viable operator for modifying classi er
performance Experiments were carried out to explore the consequences of
various amounts of ination in various modes
Per hull per concept and per domain modes are all limited by any nearby
point in any direction since the  rst point encountered in any direction
stops the ination in all directions The per facet ination mode has been
shown to not suer from over limitation of any possibility of performance
modi cation since nearby points in one direction will not inhibit ination
in other directions as happens with per hull ination Therefore per facet
ination will generally produce greater concept generalisation than the other
ination modes
For per facet and per hull ination nil full and semi ination were applied

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Table  Per Hull and Per Facet Comparison

to range of learning tasks and the consequences examined For per hull
ination classi er performance was insensitive to the amount of ination
applied with any amount leading to better classi cation performance than
none over the range of tasks For per facet ination any amount of ination
was statistically signi cantly superior to no ination and full ination was
similarly superior to semi ination over the range of tasks A comparison of
per hull and per facet ination showed that per facet ination was clearly
superior and it will be used in future experiments
The use of a decision list to hold the convex hulls was shown both the
oretically and experimentally to interact strongly with ination and that
the behaviour of the chosen metrics was generally unpredictable Empirical
results substantiated theoretical expectations of the unpredictability of the
consequences of ination particularly in per hull mode The only reliable
aspect was that inating a single concept would cause its predictive accuracy
to rise
	
Chapter 
Facet Deletion
  Introduction
Generalisation by ination of individual hulls in the list constructed by
CH has been shown to improve the performance of the classi er Another
possible method to reduce the specialisation of the convex hulls is to remove
facets which might not contribute to the classi cation performance of the
hulls Such facets will not have any training set points beyond them These
facets are deemed to be nonessential facets These deletions will result in
a possibly very large increase in the volume of the hull and corresponding
decrease in the number of facets retained A simple method for facet deletion
is described and tested This will be used to examine how deleting facets
aects the predictive accuracy of a classi er which uses convex hulls It
will be shown to dramatically reduce the number of facets which need to be
stored in the decision list The edges represented by the remaining facets
after the deletion operation will still individually be too specialised and so
ination will be applied to these facets Experimental tests will evaluate the
performance of hulls which have had facetdeletion and subsequent ination
After nonessential facet deletion some facets will only exclude points

already excluded by other facets It seems reasonable to remove these facets
also since there is less empirical evidence for their presence as they exclude
fewer negative points than other facets It is also the case that these surfaces
were constructed to delimit the convex hull and the intent now is to generalise
the hull so they are no longer needed Two algorithms for this purpose are
formed and experimentally evaluated
 Deletion of Nonessential Facets
Any facet belonging to a hull which does not have any instance in the training
set beyond it is clearly not contributing to the resubstitution accuracy and
thus hopefully to the classi cation performance since the test for points
being beyond it always fails Thus the deletion of such a facet can never
contribute to a fall in resubstitution accuracy and by increasing the volume
of the polytope generalises the represented concept Such generalisations
may extend to in nity in directions where there are no negative cases see
Figure  Clearly deletion of facets is equivalent to ination to in nity
and produces the same eect as ination to in nity except that the test
for inclusion no longer exists after deletion Two regions of dierent classes
which are side by side may have all facets removed except for a single plane
separating the two classes considerably simplifying the domain model The
facets which are removed are artefacts of the hull formation at extreme points
and their removal allows the class to extend to in nity This removal of non
essential facets will be called nonessential deletion
It is proposed that all such facets be deleted and the resultant classi ca
tion performance will be examined The simplest method for such deletion
is to physically delete facets which have a min dist beyond of  after the
pass which annotates facets with min dist beyond distances This requires a
single pass through the list of facets for each hull
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Figure  Example of NonEssential Deletion
Since the last rule is the default rule all of its facets may be deleted
without any tests since it is used to classify everything which no other hull
will classify If categorical attributes are to be deleted then the set of values
covered by the rule is completed so that all possible values are covered This
is analogous to moving a facet to in nity where it covers all values and
excludes none and is thus eectively deleted
  Basic Characteristics of Non	Essential Deletion
To investigate the characteristics of deleting nonessential facets the stan
dard experiment was run  times using CH with facet deletion but no
ination CH with full ination but no facet deletion and CH with neither
on a range of data sets This will allow a comparison of the eectiveness of

both techniques The results are shown in Table  When there is a sta
tistically signi cant dierence at p in a  tailed ttest with matched
pairs the superior result is superscripted by the number of the column to
which it is superior As before Facet Ination is superior to Neither with
a winloss ratio of  which is signi cant at p   However Facet Dele
tion is superior to Neither with a winloss ratio of  which is signi cant
at p   This con rms that Facet Deletion is a useful generalisation tool
Comparing Facet Deletion and Ination it is found that ination is superior
with a winloss ration of  which is signi cant at p   Since facet
deletion is a greater generalisation than ination this at  rst sight is a sur
prising result However all deletion takes place away from the area between
concepts where it is less likely to aect unseen points which will tend to occur
between concepts Also the ination may be beyond the part of the instance
space occupied by instances and eectively ination has the eect of deletion
and ination One would expect that inating the remaining facets would
improve the performance of facet deletion because of the supposed location
of the instances causing the errors
   Adding Ination to Non	Essential Deletion
The edges represented by the remaining facets after the deletion operation
may still individually be too specialised and so full per facet ination will
be applied to these facets The previous experiment was repeated comparing
facet deletion with subsequent ination against ination only The results are
shown in Table  with the usual annotations Inspecting Table  facet
deletion with ination can be seen to be superior to ination with a winloss
ratio of  which is signi cant at p   It can be concluded that ination
has markedly improved the few facets left after nonessential deletion so that
the performance of facet deletion and ination is much superior to either

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Table 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Table  Comparison of NonEssential Deletion with Ination against In
ation

ination or deletion alone
Inspecting the numbers of facets before and after deletion it can be seen
that all concepts have between  and  facets before nonessential deletion
and  ve or less after deletion However most concepts have  to  facets
before deletion and  or  after it but the default hull always has none by
de nition since it excludes nothing Thus facet deletion with subsequent
ination can be seen to oer the possibility of being an eective tool for
generalising hulls and simplifying classi ers
  Time Complexity of Non	Essential Deletion
This operation requires a single pass through all the facets on average f say
of each of h hulls and to delete facets where the min dist beyond is in nity
This will involve processing Oh  f facets
 Retention of Redundant Facets
After the initial removal of nonessential facets it is still the case that many
facets will exclude only points already excluded by other facets and conse
quently these facets can be deleted without altering resubstitution accuracy
This will result in further generalisation of the hulls See Figure  for a
simple example in which facets a and c are unnecessary in separating classes
 and  There is more than one approach to deciding which facets to retain
and these are discussed next
 Unordered Retention
The simplest technique is to process the facets in order of occurrence which
is essentially random being dependent on the order of processing training
points The list of remaining facets will be traversed and any facet which

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Figure  Minimal Facet Deletion
does not exclude at least one point not excluded by a previous facet is
deleted If the resulting resubstitution accuracy has fallen the facet is re
stored but otherwise the deletion is made permanent The algorithm called
unordered retention is
UNORDERED RETENTION
SET global excluded point list to empty
SET f to  rst facet in list
WHILE f not at end of list
IF f excludes points not in global excluded point list
COPY points excluded by f
to global excluded point list
ELSE
DELETE f from facet list
ENDIF
MOVE f to next facet
ENDWHILE
END

  Evaluation of Unordered Retention with Ina	
tion
The standard experiment of  repetitions on matched data sets was car
ried out for unordered retention with varying amounts of ination and non
essential deletion The results are shown in Table  Comparing nil and
semi ination it can be seen that semi has a winloss ratio of 	 which
is signi cant at p   Full ination has a winloss ratio of 
 over nil
ination which is also signi cant at p   Full has a winloss ratio of
 against semi which is only signi cant at p   It can be concluded
that any ination is superior to none after unordered retention and that full
ination is likely to be best
 Ordered Retention
The simple approach of the previous section might not produce minimal
results in cases where either a single facet or a pair at a small angle to
the single facet are equivalent in their eect Consider Figure  where a
hull has been formed around class one and the lower part is shown There
are no instances of class  beneath edge b If the single facet b is reached
 rst in the list it will be permanently deleted since the pair ac classi es
everything correctly Thereafter neither a nor c can be deleted since the
resubstitution accuracy will fall This outcome is not minimal for this simple
situation If one of the two other facets a and c is found  rst it will be
deleted permanently and consequently the other other will be deleted since
the pair are needed to produce the same eect as b alone In general the
outcome is likely to be minimal but cannot be guaranteed to be so

Unordered Retention
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Table  Accuracy using Unordered Retention
	
Another justi cation is that at each stage the facet which excludes the
most negative points is the one for which there is most empirical evidence of
relevance and hence it is the best one to retain
The desired type of outcome can be attained by scanning the facet list for
the facet which excludes most new points and transferring it to the retained
facet list Thereafter the original facet list is repeatedly scanned to ascertain
which remaining facet excludes the most points not already excluded and
that facet is transferred to the retained facet list At any stage when a facet
is discovered which excludes no new points it is deleted This process is
repeated until the original list is empty This simple hillclimbing algorithm
called ordered retention of facets is
ORDERED RETENTION
SET retained facet list to NULL
SET global excluded point list to EMPTY
WHILE facet list is not EMPTY
SET f to  rst facet in list
WHILE f not  NULL
SET f	number excluded points to ZERO
SET f	excluded point list to NULL
FOR all points
IF point beyond f	facet
AND point not in global excluded point list
ADD point to f	excluded point list
ADD  to f	number excluded points
ENDIF
ENDFOR
IF f	number excluded points  
SET tmp  f

MOVE f to next facet
DELETE tmp	facet
ENDIF
ENDWHILE
FIND facet excluding most points
COPY facet to retained facet list
APPEND f	excluded point list to global excluded point list
ENDWHILE
END
The basic problem of the overspecialisation of a facet de ning a highly spe
cialised edge by being a plane occupied by positive points will however
still be true for both algorithms Therefore full per facet ination will be
applied to the remaining facets after deletion and this should produce some
further improvement in overall system accuracy
 Time Complexity of Ordered Retention Strategy
For ordered retention the algorithm processes the facet list of each hull
containing f fac ets at most f times which occurs only if none are deleted
since they are not excluding any new points Each facet is annotated with
the outcome of processing at most all p points Subsequently there is a linear
pass through the facet list to  nd and transfer the best facet to the retained
list Thus since there are few hulls the time complexity is Of  f  p 
Of  Of  f  p
 Evaluation of Ordered Retention with Ination
The standard experiment of  repetitions on matched data sets was carried
out for ordered retention with varying amounts of ination and nonessential

deletion The results are shown in Table 	 Comparing nil and semi ina
tion it is found that semi has a winloss ratio of  which is signi cant at
p   Full ination has a winloss ratio of  over nil ination which
is signi cant at p   Full has a winloss ratio of  over semi which
is signi cant at p   Thus some ination should always be used after
ordered retention and probably it is best to use full ination
 Comparison of Retention Strategies
The standard experiment of  repetitions on matched data sets was carried
out for CH with ordered and unordered retention with full ination and non
essential deletion The results are shown in Table  Comparing unordered
and ordered retention ordered retention is superior with a winloss ratio of

 which is signi cant at p   over the range of data sets Thus the
ordered retention strategy is to be preferred but not strongly so
Comparing these results with those of Table  possible because all ta
bles of results are from the one group of experiments unless noted otherwise
it can be seen that nonessential deletion ordered retention and ination has
a winloss ratio of  relative to nonessential deletion and ination only
This is signi cant at p   using a sign test Comparing nonessential
deletion unordered retention and ination with nonessential deletion and
ination only the winloss ratio is  in favour of the latter This is not
signi cant at p   using a sign test These results reinforce the decision
to use ordered retention in future
 Conclusions
It has been demonstrated that facet deletion generalises concepts de ned
by convex hulls The simple strategy of deleting facets which exclude no

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Table  Comparison of Retention Strategies

points of other classes has been shown to be somewhat ineective because
the deleted facets are not located between classes but on the periphery of the
data points with nothing beyond them Nonetheless their deletion simpli es
hulls by dramatically reducing the number of facets necessary to de ne a
concept The remaining facets have also been shown to be overspecialised
and subsequent ination markedly improves their performance
It was noted that the remaining facets contained some redundancy in
terms of the data points which they exclude Two algorithms for remov
ing this redundancy were examined One followed an unordered strategy
for facet retention and the other an ordered strategy Experimental results
showed that the performance of CH was not signi cantly dierent for the
two deletion strategies but that ordered retention should be preferred As
before after facet deletion the remaining facets are still overly specialised in
their location and full per facet ination should be applied to them Com
parison of simple ination and deletion with subsequent ination shows that
the latter is statistically signi cantly superior As a result of this and other
experiments it was concluded that CH should always be used with non
essential deletion ordered retention and full per facet ination in all future
experiments

Chapter 
Evaluation of CH 
  Introduction
The previous chapters describe the development of a form of CH incorpo
rating ination and two forms of facet deletion which is optimised over a set
of wellknown domains This learning system has been designed to not have
any strong bias in terms of the position or orientation of decision surfaces
and it is assumed that it has not been accidentally so biased during the opti
misation The early version of the system demonstrated strong performance
on some arti cial data sets which were constructed to be not inappropriately
biased for the system However it is necessary to broaden the evaluation
to include realworld data sets and tasks that others have constructed It
will initially be evaluated on domains for which there is reasonable expec
tation that the decision surfaces are either curved or are straight but not
axis orthogonal It is dicult to identify for arbitrary data sets whether
they have these properties since geometric analysis of the shapes of surfaces
in spaces of high dimension is dicult Such analysis is rare and tends to
identify simple feature like at surfaces which favours SAP systems and not
curved features where CH is expected to be superior For instance there is

a known at surface between classes in the iris data set  The data sets
to be used are known for dierent reasons to provide the decision surface
characteristics which are required for the comparisons The performance of
the complete system will be compared with that of C	 CN and OC on
a data set concerned with body fat  and the POL 
 parallel oblique
lines data set Subsequently CH will be compared to the same systems on
a range of data sets from the UCI Repository
 Evaluation on Selected Domains
  Body Fat
The PhD thesis of Yip  which inter alia explores constructive induc
tion provides a data set where the decision surfaces when expressed in the
natural attributes are known to be strongly curved This data set has at
tributes of height and weight of persons and they are classi ed according
to their Body Mass Index BMI  which is the weightkg divided by
the square of the heightmetres see also A for further description A
BMI less than  is categorised as underweight  to  as normal  to 
as fat and over  as obese In this experiment the height and the weight
will be used as the attributes and the decision surfaces are known from a
consideration of the fact that BMI 

 
h
 
 to be distinctly curved Thus in
this domain it is expected that CH will not be poorly biased whereas C	
CN and OC with their preference for long straight lines will be poorly
biased The data set was derived from frequency tables for height and weight
in  and hence can be viewed as a realistic simulation of a realworld
classi cation problem
This experiment was carried out with a range of data set sizes with the
usual shuing and partitioning Each experiment was carried out  times

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Table  Evaluation on Body Fat Data Set
as this was sucient to obtain statistically signi cant results The results
are shown in Table  and the corresponding graphs in Figure  The
superscript shows to which columns the average for CH is statistically sig
ni cantly superior at p   using a  tailed matched pairs ttest The
only result which is superior to CH is also shown No comparisons between
C	 CN and OC are shown
The winloss ratio for CH against CN is  and this signi cant at p
  using a sign test Looking only at where the averages are signi cantly
dierent it is found that CH is superior  times and CN never is Simi
larly the winloss ratio for CH versus C	 is also  and is signi cant at

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Figure  Learning Curves for Body Fat
the same level Looking only at where the averages are signi cantly dierent
it is found that CH is superior  times and C	 never is
Comparing CH with OC the winloss ratio is  which is signi cant
at p   using a sign test Although CH only has a superior average on
the ttest twice to once for OC the pattern of superiority is clear On all
data sets of size less than  CH provides a better model of the data
With larger amounts of data the performance of OC is slightly superior
A possible explanation is that with low data densities OC generates un
suitably large decision surfaces which do not match the underlying concepts
closely but which are not invalidated in the training set At high data densi
ties OC is constrained from constructing overly large decision surfaces and
its performance becomes very close to that of CH since its biases happen
to suit the class distributions in this domain marginally better than those of
CH
	
CH CN C	 OC
Mean  

   
 
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Table  Evaluation on POL Data Set
   POL
The POL data set description in A created by Murthy et al 
 con
sists of a D rectangular universe with 	 parallel oblique lines approximately
equally spaced dividing it into  regions with  classes Since the decision
surfaces are known to be at 	 degrees the strong SAP bias of C	 and
CN should reduce their performance but the performance of CH should be
superior since it can provide decision surfaces of the correct orientation It
will not necessarily produce single large decision surfaces but may induce sev
eral almost coplanar decision surface which will provide performance slightly
worse than a single at surface Of course OC is perfectly biased for this
data set since it provides surfaces which are both long and of the appropriate
orientation OC uses all of the neighbouring points to orient a single large
surface where CH has to place and orient possibly several surfaces from
the same amount of information Therefore OC should provide the best
performance of the methods being compared
The usual experiment shuing and selecting 
 of the data for a train
ing set with the remainder being reserved for testing was done for various
data set sizes The set for  points is typical and is shown in Table 
Twenty repetitions were sucient to obtain statistically signi cant results
The mean accuracy for CH is superior to that of both CN and C	 at p
  using a matched pairs ttest However the mean accuracy of OC is
similarly superior to that of CH at p   Comparing CH and CN us
ing a sign test the winloss ratio is 
 in favour of CH which is signi cant

at p   Comparing CH and C	 using a sign test the winloss ratio
is  in favour of CH which is signi cant at p   Lastly comparing
CH with OC the winloss ratio is  in favour of OC and is signi cant
at p  
These results clearly show that CH outperforms the SAP systems on
a distinctly SNAP domain However the bias of OC for straight SNAP
decision surfaces exactly suits this domain and OC is far superior to CH
CN and C	 Nonetheless these results are very encouraging and accord
exactly with our expectations
  Summary of Evaluation
From the evidence of these two experimentsand the evaluation of the pro
totype in Chapter 	 it can be concluded that CH is likely to provide sig
ni cantly superior performance to axis orthogonally biased classi er systems
on strongly SNAP or curved concepts Particularly on curved concepts it
provides superior performance to SAP systems and better performance than
OC at low and medium data densities At high data densities the perfor
mance of OC may overtake that of CH
 Evaluation on a Variety of Domains
Having concluded that CH is likely to provide good performance on learn
ing domains where the decision surfaces are not straight and axis parallel it
must now be evaluated on a range of domains from the UCI Repository to
investigate how it performs on wellknown data sets Since CH is principally
trying to use convex hulls domains with few or no continuous values will not
be used Domains which are wholly continuous are of the most interest but
since categorical attributes can be handled domains with a small number

of categorical attributes and many continuous ones can be used The stan
dard experiment was run  times on each domain using CH C	 CN
and OC with the results are shown in Table  Unfortunately the need
for OC was not forseen at the time of the original experiments and so the
OC results are not from identical although they are similar training and
evaluation splits They were generated using the same random process but
dierent random values will have resulted in dierent splits Thus compar
isons between results for CH and OC are tested for signi cance using a z
test for populations of known size and variance Comparisons between OC
and the other systems are not made Because of prohibitive runtimes only
subsets of the available data were used for some domains Comparing CH
with C	 a winloss ratio of  is signi cant at p   Similarly com
paring CH and CN a winloss ratio of 	 is also signi cant at p  
There is no signi cant dierence between C	 and CN with a winloss ratio
of 	 Comparing CH with OC a winloss ratio of 
 is signi cant
at p   The z test shows that all dierences in mean accuracy between
CH and OC are signi cant at p   Worse is the fact that when CH
is superior it is never markedly superior but when it is worse it can be
considerably worse
This is a disappointing result and CH is only superior to C	 and CN
on balancescale echocardiogram and ionosphere Balancescale is a simple
domain where what is being measured is the turning moment of two weights
on a beam and since weight length pairs of   	 	 
and  are equivalent it can be seen that the decision surfaces are curved
Thus it should be expected from previous experimental results that CH will
perform well on this domain Surprisingly OC does better than CH but
reecting on the data sets used the values are all integers so that although
the underlying reality is a domain with curved surfaces the actuality is a set
of large at facets which is ideal for the bias of OC
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Table  Comparison of CH C	 CN and OC


CH is also superior to C	 and CN on the echocardiogram and iono
sphere domains These may be domains where the underlying concepts have
curved surfaces and certainly the truly continuous attributes will obviate the
problem of at surfaces arising as an artefact of the domain sampling Un
fortunately these domains are not susceptible to any easy analysis However
OC is also inferior to CH so we may infer that large at surfaces are in
approriate for these domains and this strengthens the conclusion about the
curved decision surfaces
It is notable that OC performs worse than all other systems on the do
mains breast cancer Wisconsin pid segment soybeanlarge and wine Per
haps these domains have markedly axis orthogonal decision surfaces and the
actual data sets do not mask this Thus these domains are well biased for
C	 and CN
There is a possiblity that since most UCI Repository data sets have been
collected and de ned in the context of SAPbased systems the Repository
may have a preponderance of data sets suited to such systems Such a pre
ponderance might be strong and would adversely aect the results of systems
with dierent biases If our understanding of how the performance of various
sytems depends on their language bias and the shapes of the underlying con
cepts is correct it is also possible that low density sampling of the domain
has created artfacts in the decision surface shapes
Nonetheless it would be informative to investigate what aspects of CH
lead to this poor performance since a weakly biased system should not neces
sarily be a bad system If the data sets are SAP biased then SAP classi ers
have the correct orientation of the decision surface automatically and only
have to position the surface from the evidence A SNAP system has to decide
both the orientation and the position of the decision surface from the same
amount of evidence so it has a bigger space of theories to explore These
results reect those of Chapter 	 where it was also found that the perfor

mance of C	 and CH varied with the data set size and CH required more
data to provide similar predictive accuracy Since most of the UCI data sets
may be such that CH is poorly biased for learning from them that may
explain the relatively poor performance of CH Also the time complexity
of the quickhull algorithm required the use of subsets of many of the UCI
data sets and in view of the Chapter 	 results suggesting better performance
with large amounts of data this paucity of data might well imply that the
results obtained are on the lower end of the spectrum of possible system
performance
One possible investigation is to substitute large SAP hulls for the large
convex hulls to see if the convex hulls cause the lower performance The
other possibility is the largeness of the hulls causes the poor performance
Another variation of CH which uses many small hulls could be used to
investigate this possibility Both of these possibilities will be investigated in
later chapters
 Complexity of Domain Representations
In a domain containing a small number of concepts it is debatable whether
a representation which involves tens or hundreds of small regions contributes
to human comprehensibility Certainly each small area may be individually
explicable but holistic comprehension may be impossible Also the hyper
rectangular structure imposed on the domain may be a subset or superset of
the volume for which the interpretation is true thus the underlying hypothe
sis language may exclude volumes which are explicable and include volumes
which are not
One advantage of convex hulls is that from a human comprehension
viewpoint the number of structures induced is similar to the number of
underlying concepts For CH the number of structures is the number of
	
convex hulls which are constructed and for C	 the number of structures is
the number of hyperrectangular regions which are identi ed The number
of actual concepts in each domain and the number of concepts induced by
CH and C	 averaged over  runs are shown in Table 	 The average
number of concepts for satimage and shuttle are lower than one might expect
because the sample used contains eectively only  classes for satimage rather
than  and for shuttle contains about  classes rather than  The smallness
of the number of concepts induced by CH can be seen in comparison with
C	 The number of hulls induced by CH is always very close to the number
of actual concepts in each domain Using a sign test the number of hulls
produced by CH is superior to C	 at p
 Conclusions
Testing CH on domains which are known to have SNAP or curved decision
surfaces produced the expected superiority of performance to SAP systems
like C	 and CN Wider testing on domains where the underlying char
acteristics of the decision surfaces is unknown produced rather disappoint
ing results Of the domains where CH performed well it was shown that
echocardiogram and ionosphere are likely to have curved decision surfaces It
was also shown that the balancescale domain tended to have curved surfaces
but that the sampling of data points disguised this
It is further noted that the UCI Repository data sets which largely came
from work on SAP classi ers might be biased towards domains on which
these classi ers will work well That is the data sets are suggested to have
mainly SAP decision surfaces Another factor at work is the need demon
strated in Chapter 	 for CH to have large bodies of data to enable it to
select concepts from a very large concept space Unfortunately large data
sets are dicult to process because of the computational demands of the
	
Domain No Concepts No HullsCH No HullsC	
balancescale   
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heart   	
hepatitis   		
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 
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	
iris   

newthyroid   	
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Table 	 Number of Regions Induced for each Domain
	
convex hull software Possible factors which lead to the poor performance of
CH on these data sets from the Repository are the convexity of the hulls
and the largeness of the hulls The contributions of each of these will be
examined in the next two chapters
The closeness of the number of regions induced by CH to the actual
number of underlying concepts in each domain is suggestive of some under
lying suitability of the approach and may lead to the possibility of high level
mathematical descriptions of concepts
	
Chapter 
Large Axis Orthogonal Hulls
	  Introduction
The performance of CH on a range of domains from the UCI Repository is
rather worse than that of C	 and CN and this may be due to the the use
of convex hulls rather than axis orthogonal structures
To investigate how this aects the performance of the classi er it is nec
essary to isolate other aspects of the induction algorithm that may be con
founding the results Unfortunately from this respect the computational
demands of convex hull formation have necessitated the development of in
duction techniques that depart from previous techniques in a number of re
spects other than the use of convex hulls most notably in forming successive
rules each of which covers all remaining objects of a class The dierences
between a few large convex hulls and a few large axis orthogonal hulls can
be investigated by replacing the large convex hulls currently generated by
CH with large axis orthogonal hulls This alters no other aspect of the
construction of the classi er particularly the interaction of the decision list
with the hulls This version of the system will be thoroughly explored as
was CH to  nd its optimal operational settings
		
	 Axis Orthogonal Hulls
To understand how each part of the data structure contributes to the perfor
mance a replacement function for qhull which constructs the convex hulls
was designed This new function ao hull outputs a hyperrectangle with
axis orthogonal faces There are two faces per attribute one for the mini
mum value of that attribute which is enclosed in the prism and the other for
the maximum value Since this implementation called AOH does not use
convex hulls it is much faster than CH The experiments establishing the
performance of CH will be repeated to establish that AOH performs sim
ilarly and then the chosen form of AOH will be compared with CH C	
and CN The descriptions of each section will be very abbreviated because
they are identical to those for CH in the preceding chapters
	 Evaluation of Per Hull Ination Strate
gies
The performance of AOH with varying amounts of per hull ination are
shown in Table 
 Semi ination has a winloss ratio of  over nil ination
which is not signi cant and a winloss ratio of 
 relative to full ination
which is also not signi cant Full ination has a winloss ratio of  relative
to nil ination which is not signi cant Clearly per hull ination has very
little eect on AOH classi ers
	 Evaluation of Per Facet Ination
The performance of AOH with varying amounts of per facet limited ination
are shown in Table 
 Semi ination has a winloss ratio of 	 over nil
ination and this is signi cant only at p   Full ination has winloss
	
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Table 
 Various Amounts of Per Facet Ination
	
ratio of  over nil ination which is signi cant at p   and a winloss
ratio of  over semi ination which is signi cant at p   also Clearly
full ination is superior to both other amounts
Since there was no dierence between the various amounts of ination for
the per hull mode it is also immediately clear that full per hull ination is
preferrable to any other mode and amount for AOH
	 Evaluation of NonEssential Deletion
NonEssential deletion was applied to the classi ers constructed by AOH on
a variety of domains and various amounts of per facet ination were applied
The results are shown in Table 
 Semi ination has a  winloss ratio
over nil ination but this is not signi cant Full ination has a winloss
ratio of 
 over nil ination which is signi cant at p   and a 
winloss ratio over semi ination which is signi cant at p   Clearly
nonessential deletion is best when accompanied by full per facet ination
	 Comparison of NonEssential Deletion and
Ination
The next comparison is of full per fact ination alone and with nonessential
deletion The results are shown in Table 
	 NonEssential deletion has a
winloss ratio of 	 over ination alone which is not signi cant There is little
to choose between these techniques but nonessential deletion plus ination
will be chosen so that it is like CH
	
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Table 
 Per Facet Ination after NonEssential Deletion
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	 Evaluation of Unordered Retention
This section will evaluate various amounts of per facet ination being applied
after nonessential deletion and unordered retention The results are shown
in Table 
 Semi ination has a winloss ratio of  over nil ination which
is not signi cant Full ination has a winloss ratio of 	 over nil ination
which is signi cant only at p   and a winloss ratio of  over semi
ination which is also signi cant only at p   Clearly full per facet
ination is the preferred choice although not strongly so
		 Evaluation of Ordered Retention
This section will evaluate various amounts of per facet ination being applied
after nonessential deletion and ordered retention The results are shown in
Table 
 Semi ination has a winloss ratio of  over nil ination which
is not signi cant Full ination has a winloss ratio of 	 over nil ination
which is signi cant at only p   and a winloss ratio of  over semi
ination ination which is also signi cant only at p   Clearly full per
facet ination is the preferred choice although not strongly so
	
 Comparison of Retention Strategies
Lastly ordered and unordered retention with nonessential deletion and full
per facet ination are compared to decide which will be compared to CH
The results are shown in Table 
 The ordered retention strategy has a
winloss ratio of  over the unordered strategy which is signi cant at p
  This is a much clearer cut preference for the ordered strategy than
was obtained for CH Clearly there is some characteristic of AOH which is
favourable to it
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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	  Comparison of CH  and AOH
Having completed the evaluation of AOH it is found that the versions of CH
and AOH which are to be compared are both with nonessential deletion
ordered retention and full per facet ination This means that everything
about the two classi er construction methods are as alike as possible Despite
this the choices which were made were aorded quite dierent experimental
support so it is di cult to anticipate the outcome of the  nal comparison
The results are shown in Table 

 Inspecting Table 

 AOH is seen to
have a winloss ratio of  over CH which is signi cant at p   This
result seems to con rm that large convex hulls have no advantage over large
axisorthogonal hulls on the set of domains explored
	   Comparison of AOH with C and CN
Having ascertained that the axisorthogonal version AOH is superior to
CH it is necessary to compare its performance to C	 and CN to see
how much better it is The comparison is done as before and the results
are shown in Table 
 Unfortunately AOH has losswin ratios of  and
 against C	 and CN respectively and these are both signi cant at p
  Clearly the overall performance of AOH is still not close to that of
other established systems There must be de ciencies in the system design
other than the use of large convex hulls
	  Conclusions
The axisorthogonal version AOH performed considerably better than CH
especially when its simplicity is considered However it does not perform as
well as established systems The comparison of the performances of CH and
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Table 
 Comparison of AOH C	 and CN

AOH have established that the large convex hulls perform less well than large
axisorthogonal hulls on this set of domains However replacing the convex
hulls with axisorthogonal hulls does not close the performance gap to C	
and CN so another aspect of the system design must also contribute to the
poor performance The matter of how the size of the induced structures
aects the performance of the classi er will be pursued in the next chapter


Chapter 	
CH 
CN Hybrid

  Introduction
The comparison of the axis orthogonal version AOH and CH in the last
chapter showed that the relative performances of AOH and CH were de
pendent on the type of hulls being constructed with large convex hulls being
distinctly inferior to large AO hulls However the performance of AOH was
still distinctly worse than C	 and CN so we must look at causes other
than large convex hulls for the poor performance of CH One other major
dierence between CH and other machine learning systems is the formation
of few large hulls rather than many small hulls and this can be investigated
It will be necessary to model domains with many small convex hulls and com
pare that with few large convex hulls CH and many small AO structures
CN or C	

 Experimental Design
This will need a dierent hull construction algorithm to allow the building
of concepts consisting of many small disjunctive regions Direct induction

of multiple hulls for a class in a manner such as that employed by the PIGS
prototype was not considered viable for CH for two major reasons The  rst
is that there would be some diculty creating the initial simplex eciently
since the group of points chosen might produce a degenerate and thus useless
hull The second problem is that using a large or widespread group of points
may lead to a hull which is immediately invalidated by a negative example
If a group of close points is used to avoid the second problem then the  rst
may arise as well as leading to long run times If a group of distant points is
chosen to avoid the  rst problem and to improve performance in the manner
of the quickhull algorithm then the second problem arises There are also
the problems found in the prototype of spiking to be considered since these
will reduce classi cation accuracy Indeed convex hulls were chosen partly to
overcome these problems and partly because they seem an attractive form of
generalisation
Since CH cannot form disjunctive concepts it is proposed that data
points be preclassi ed into disjunctive concepts by a classi er which supports
this type of concept Thereafter convex hulls will be formed around these
groupings of points producing a rather dierent classi er especially after
facet deletion and ination For these experiments the data points will be
preclassi ed by CN and the groupings formed will be converted to convex
hulls A hybrid system which reads the rules output by CN and uses these
to determine the groups of points around which small hulls will be created
has been designed The CN rules are directly representable as AO HULLS
in the decision list These hulls can then be used to pregroup the points and
then convex hulls can be formed around the groups The convex hull will
then replace the AO HULL unless there were insucient points to create a
convex hull or the convex hull was degenerate if which cases the AO HULL
is retained There may be a problem if the small groupings have too few
points to form a hull in the domain attribute space or if the hull is often

degenerate but since the hulls which remain as AO hulls will have identical
performance to CN any dierence in performance between the hybrid and
CN will be due to the formation of convex hulls on other groupings
This experiment will enable a comparison of the performance of a convex
hull based classi er which uses many small disjunctive hulls with one which
uses a small number of large convex hulls and with the many small AO
structures of the preclassifying algorithm and C	
The algorithm for the hybrid is
HYBRID ALGORITHM
RUN CN
READ CN rules and construct Decision List of AO HULLS
FOR each rule
CONSTRUCT corresponding group of instances
FORM a convex hull round group of instances
IF convex hull is not degenerate
REPLACE AO HULL by convex hull
ENDIF
ENDFOR
do nonessential deletion
do ordered retention
INFLATE facets
END
Apart from the formation of the groups the CHCN hybrid is identical
to CH and will use a decision list which exactly matches that output by
CN in terms of rule ordering The performance of the CHCN hybrid will
be compared with CN itself C	 and CH
Most AO hulls will convert to convex hulls but some will fail due to there

being insucient points to de ne a hull in a space of that dimensionality and
some will fail because only a degenerate hull can be formed In the case of
these failures the AO hull representation is retained Each rule is marked
as AO or convex so that the classi cation is done using the appropriate data
structure The classi er is tested immediately after reading in the CN rules
as AO hulls to verify the correctness of the reading After the conversion to
convex hulls the classi er is again tested Then facet deletion and ination
are performed and the classi er is tested after each of these operations
Some exploratory single experiments were performed to understand how
the hybrid would operate Some typical results are shown in Table  with
each row being the confusion matrix for a  class concept as formed by the
classi er at that stage The  rst row shows the matrix for CN the second
the matrix for the hybrid AO classi er the third is the matrix for the raw
convex hull the fourth is the matrix after ordered deletion of facets the  fth
is the matrix after ination and the sixth is the performance on C	 on the
same data and test set A confusion matrix entry of a
a
a
b
b
a
b
b
implies that
a
a
items of class a were identi ed as such a
b
items of class a were identi ed
as being of class b b
a
items of class b were identi ed as being of class a and b
b
items of class b were correctly identi ed Clearly having high values for a
a
and
b
b
and low values for a
b
and b
a
is characteristic of good performance In every
case the CN matrix and the AO matrix are identical which is as expected
from a correct reading of the CN rules into the hybrid However it is almost
always the case that the performance decreases on the change from AO hulls
to convex hulls Usually the performance on one class improves while that
on the other class decreases Occasionally both decrease by a small amount
The problem here is the creation of the highly specialised hulls which as has
been seen earlier have only moderate overall classi cation accuracy although
the performance for an individual class might be very good The deletion
operation always causes the accuracy to rise as one would expect from earlier

After Expt Expt Expt Expt	
a
a
a
b
b
b
b
a
a
a
a
b
b
b
b
a
a
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b
b
b
b
a
a
a
a
b
b
b
b
a
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Table  Exploration of Hybrid Classi er Operation
work due to the generalisation of the hulls and the performance seems good
compared to CN and C	 The ination operation causes a small or zero
further rise in the accuracy This  nal performance is always comparable to
that of CN and can be slightly worse or better It is similarly comparable
to C	
The next experiment is the usual  runs on a variety of domains com
paring the accuracy of CN the hybrid C	 and CH but the results in
this table are from a dierent set of experiments to every other table in this
thesis and so are not directly comparable to any other table The results
are shown in Table  with the usual annotations Inspecting Table  and
comparing CH and the hybrid it can be seen that the hybrid has a winloss
ratio of  which is not signi cant Thus using many small hulls has not
changed the performance from that obtained with few large hulls CN has
a winloss ratio of  over the hybrid and C	 a ratio of  over the
hybrid and both of these results are signi cant at p   This change to
small hulls has not improved the performance relative to any other system
Therefore it appears that the pernicious eect of the convex hulls applies to
both large and small convex hulls

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Table  Comparison of CN hybrid and C	
	

 Conclusions
The hybrid classi er which uses CN to pregroup data points has been
designed implemented and tested and shown to operate as expected in Sec
tion  The simple representation of a CN rule as a convex hull is inferior
and although deletion and ination improve the performance of the convex
hulls in the hybrid the performance never recovers to the level of CN When
the hybrid classi er is used on a range of domains its accuracy is no dierent
from that of CH and it can be concluded that many small convex hulls is
no better than few large hulls Since large hulls each modeling one concept
region have other potential advantages large hulls might be preferred over
small hulls if they provide sucient accuracy in a particular domain

Chapter  
Conclusions and Future
Research
This thesis proposes a novel geometric approach to inductive generalisation
using convex hulls and empirically evaluates the method The objective is
to discover whether using a less strongly biased hypotheses representation
can yield superior classi ers Section  summarises the contribution of
the thesis Section 	 recapitulates the conclusions from the results of the
experiments Section  summarises the software that has been designed
and implemented Finally section  discusses some interesting issues for
future research
   Summary
This thesis proposed that delimiting groups of points of a single class by a
large arbitrarily shaped polytope would yield a classi er with a less strong
builtin bias in its hypothesis language than those classi ers which rely on
SAP divisions of space Such a classi er might have been expected to have
a better classi cation performance over a variety of domains if it is assumed

that the SAP bias of many systems is not particularly wellsuited to the
domains This thesis investigates how to build such a classi er and examines
its utility and performance
Chapter  describes a simple prototype algorithm PIGS to construct D
concepts by  tting around the points the tightest polygon which does not
include any negative examples The main feature of the algorithm is that
it builds the polygon incrementally and spiking was identi ed as the major
problem of doing this A temporary solution to spiking was to constrain
the new polygons formed to having limits on sizes or shapes This simple
classi er was tested on some arti cial data sets against C	 and OC The
experimental results showed that a polytope based classi er was viable The
classi er gave signi cantly better results than both C	 and OC except on
data sets for which they were particularly well biased squares and POL
respectively It was noted that the polytopebased classi er produced better
performance on dense data sets and that this was because it needed to posi
tion and orient each line segment whereas SAP systems only have to choose
a position This may be a problem which will disadvantage CH on natural
data sets which are all rather sparse particularly those with large numbers of
attributes To solve spiking it was concluded that constraining polygons to
being convex would be satisfactory as well as being epistemologically appeal
ing as a representation It was noted that the use of large convex hulls could
give access to higher level mathematical descriptions of induced concepts
Chapter 	 describes a classi er CH which forms large convex hulls
around points of the same class and subsequently forms smaller convex
hulls of exceptions within the initial hull Recently published algorithms
for convex hulls and the power of modern computers make this approach
more attractive and perhaps feasible All such hulls are maintained in a
decision list Experimental work establishes the satisfactory performance of
this implementation of an Ndimensional convex hullbased classi er Various

methods of ordering the decision list are discussed and an empirical approach
is adopted after experimentation wherein each new rule is prepended to the
decision list and the  rst most populous rule is the default rule The detailed
performance metrics of CH and C	 on a series of arti cial data sets are
examined The performance clearly depends on the data density When the
data density is low because of high dimensionality or the low number of
data points the performance of C	 tends to overtake that of CH On
some metrics CH produces  performance and if classi cation queries
can be suitably framed CH will provide very good performance
In Chapter  the insights provided by the detailed performance metrics in
the previous chapter were applied to compare and contrast the performances
of classi ers using dierently biased hypothesis languages It is demonstrated
that convex hull based systems tend to produce conservative highly spe
cialised regions whereas SAP based systems tend to produce greater general
isations The consequences of this are that classi cations of instances as being
within a hull will tend to be very reliable but that some positive instances
will be misclassi ed due to the inherent conservatism of the convex hull
Contrariwise the SAP regions will be somewhat larger and be slightly less
reliable at classifying points which are contained in them but will miss fewer
positive instances than the convex hull because the hyperectangle volume will
be larger than that of the convex hull It is proposed that the representation
using tight tting surfaces and consequent performance of classi ers can be
modi ed by ination Experimental results show that ination is a viable
operator in reducing the overspecialisation of concepts represented by con
vex hulls This reduction in overspecialisation was accompanied by a rise in
classi cation accuracy Various possible modes of ination are discussed and
the more promising ones are examined experimentally It is demonstrated
that the per facet mode of ination allowed the greatest improvement in clas
si cation accuracy and the theoretical reasons for this are examined It is


also demonstrated that any ination improves the classi cation performance
relative to no ination and that generally larger amounts of ination provide
better performance The strong interaction between ination and the deci
sion list structure is noted particularly that there is no simple way to predict
how ination will aect performance metrics for individual classes The only
safe expectations are that the sensitivity NPV and predictive accuracy of a
class will rise when the corresponding hull is inated
Another method of altering the overspecialisation of the convex hulls is
proposed in Chapter  This involves the deletion of facets which do not con
tribute to the classi cation performance Facets which are on the outer edges
of the data area with nothing beyond them will never exclude any point and
so these are all deleted Deletion of these facets has less eect than expected
because the deleted facets tend to be at the outer edge of the domain and
the remaining edges are still too specialised When these remaining facets
are inated classi cation performance improves The remaining facets are
in the area between concepts and there is generally considerable redundancy
in their exclusion of points of other classes Two algorithms for facet reten
tiondeletion were evaluated and ordered retention was found to be superior
The use of these algorithms to reduce the number of retained facets to the
minimum consistent with no rise in resubstitution errors simpli es the clas
si er enormously The number of facets retained is typically reduced by two
orders of magnitude The study of the number of concepts in a domain and
the number of concepts induced showed that CH produced approximately
the same number of regions as there were underlying concepts The similarity
of the number of hulls induced to the number of concepts in the domain is
noted and is asserted to be a good characteristic suggesting that the induced
representation is good especially compared to the large numbers of regions
identi ed by systems like C	
In Chapter  CH is evaluated on data sets where it is expected to pro

vide better performance than SAPbased classi ers The experiments verify
the expected good performance In a wider range of domains from the UCI
Repository however CH is generally inferior On domains where it is supe
rior the underlying concepts plausibly have SNAP decision surfaces There
is a real possibility that the Repository contains a preponderance of data sets
wellsuited to SAPbased classi ers Of course this may be the reality of the
world but it is not clear that the general performance of CH is as disappoint
ing as it might appear on these domains The performance of CH is also
limited by the comparative sparseness of the population of the Repository
data sets since CH needs more data to provide good performance relative
to systems which are wellbiased for the underlying concepts
In Chapter 
 an SAP version of CH called AOH is implemented AOH
is identical to CH except that it constructs large axis orthogonal hulls The
performances of CH and AOH are compared in an eort to understand the
contribution of convex hulls to the classi er performance Overall AOH with
large AO hulls outperformed CH with large convex hulls A study was made
of the number of regions induced by both classi ers compared to the number
of underlying concepts to evaluate the quality of concept representations and
both were found to produce similar numbers of hulls It was concluded that
large AO hulls are superior to large convex hulls as a concept representation
format on the set of domains used Comparisons with CN and C	 on
UCI data sets show that few large AO hulls provides inferior performance
to many small AO hulls Thus large hulls are not attractive on the UCI
data sets used in this thesis and may not be generally attractive The results
of this chapter may be misleading if the domains used are preponderantly
containing SAP concepts as suggested previously
In Chapter  an investigation of the comparative performance of many
small AO hulls and many small convex hulls is made Since incremental
building of convex hulls is not viable to enable CH to have many small

convex regions the data points are pregrouped by CN and groupings of
points can be extracted around which convex hulls can be constructed Thus
it was possible to model concepts as many small and disjunctive convex hulls
This experiment allowed the comparison of the ecacy of modeling concepts
using many small convex hulls and many small axis orthogonal hulls The
hybrid algorithm was found to perform essentially identically to the original
CH algorithm and worse than CN and C	 each with many small AO
hulls This suggests that the poor performance of CH on the UCI data
sets is not due to the size of the hulls but simply to their convexity Thus
on the evidence from the data sets used in this thesis convex hulls are not
an eective method when either large or small The same caveat about
underlying SAP concepts in the data sets applies to this conclusion
  Summary of Software Designed and Im
plemented
The following is a brief summary of the software designed and implemented
during this project
  A prototype D polygonal induction system PIGS was written and
tested
  Six arti cial data sets were created to evaluate PIGS
  An ndimensional system for creating polytopes CH was created and
tested
  Software to generate seven arti cial datasets were constructed to eval
uate its performance

  Software to convert the confusion matrix output of C	 CH CN
and any other classi ers to various metrics sensitivity speci city PPV
NPV accuracy was created and tested
  Software was added to CH to inate hulls using per hull and per facet
strategies to evaluate ination
  Software to delete facets which are not excluding any points was written
and tested
  Software to perform ordered retention of facets was written and tested
  Software to perform unordered retention of facets was written and
tested
  The software was modi ed to produce large axis orthogonal hulls in
stead of convex hulls
  Software was designed and tested to read CN rules partition the data
set according to these rules and to construct a convex hull for each CN
decision region
  The software was modi ed to produce axis orthogonal hulls or convex
hulls depending on whether or not the set of points de ned a convex
hull All classi cation functions were modi ed to use the appropriate
data structure
  Software was designed and implemented to handle categorical data
  Facet deletion was modi ed to delete either an AO hull facet or a con
vex hull facet or a categorical value as was appropriate in facet deletion
or retention

  The command  les to run all experiments handle shuing and parti
tioning of training and test sets and to process all output were written
and tested
  Future research
Most of the practical diculties with CH centre on the sometimes long com
pute times for the convex hulls and yet these hulls are promptly dismantled
and inated in the search for classi cation accuracy Some aspects of the pro
cess need to be retained to get large hulls but if the important facets can be
obtained more quickly it would be advantageous Perhaps some regression
technique or genetic programming technique can obtain a set of discrimi
nating hyperplanes and these can be subjected to the usual deletion and
ination operators This would sidestep the long compute times associated
with quickhull and allow exploration of really large datasets where a variant
of CH might be superior to C	 and the like
Other systems for instance DIPOL which use regression do not posi
tion the hyperplanes in the same way that CH does and it would be inter
esting to explore the dierences It would be particularly valuable to obtain
a copy of DIPOL for comparison purposes but this has not been possible
as yet
A convex hull which is approximate in the sense that it is not as tight
as possible to the points would also be much quicker to construct This
would be a more attractive approach than the current one since it could be
much less tight tting and therefore have fewer facets and better runtimes
Another approach is the quick construction of angular hulls and smoothing
this hull to an approximation of a convex hull
The possibility of sets of small hulls being combined to form larger struc
tures would oset the consequences of using many small hulls to model dif

 cult domains and should be investigated
A demonstration of actual progress to the extraction of an higher level
mathematical description of the concepts modeled by the hulls would also be
useful
  Conclusions
At the outset of this research the use of convex hulls for induction seemed
attractive since it oered a classi er with a much less strong hypothesis
language bias than axis orthogonal systems and the possibility of better clas
si cation performance over a set of domains than axis orthogonal systems
They also oered the possibility of representing concepts as a few convex
hulls rather than a multiplicity of small inappropriately shaped regions
which would allow holistic appreciation of the concept The possibility of us
ing the tools of computational geometry to extract higher level mathematical
descriptions of concepts is also attractive
It has been demonstrated that the speed of modern computers and new
algorithms for constructing convex hulls make geometric modelling of con
cepts viable in spaces of low dimensionality Convex hulls have been shown to
be a simple satisfactory method for constructing useful polytopes Convex
hulls oer smaller generalisations than other techniques which use hypothesis
language based generalisation especially in continuous domains since convex
hulls do not use discretisation The use of facet deletion and ination have
been shown to improve the performance of the classi er
Understanding the relative performance of CH and SAP based classi ers
is a matter of noting that CH needs to position and orient decision surfaces
whereas SAP classi ers only have to place the decision surfaces since there
is no choice of orientation If the SAP classi er has the same orientation for
its decision surfaces as the underlying concepts of the domain then it will
	
always outperform CH because it is well biased If the SAP classi er is
poorly biased for the domain then CH will perform better since the SAP
classi er now has to use the data to place many small inappropriately shaped
regions If the data density for the domain is high then there may be much
more information than an SAP classi er needs but a suciency for CH and
so its performance on underlying SAP concepts rises to match and perhaps
surpass that of the SAP classi er
It has been demonstrated that the advantages of convex hulls relative to
SAPbased classi ers are
  a classi er with less bias in terms of the geometry of induced concepts
  a classi er which induces one large structure per concept rather than
many small structures is philosophically appealing in its economy of
representation
  CH with fewer larger hulls oers classi cation accuracy which is supe
rior to well known systems on data sets where the underlying concepts
are known to be SNAP On data sets with SAP underlying concepts
CH needs higher data densities to be competititve
  large hulls oer access to mathematical descriptions of concepts which
can be extracted from convex hulls and should be used when the train
ing set can be fully resolved with them
The disadvantages of CH are
  the use of a successive generalisation algorithm is contraindicated by
diculties with spiking and infeasible run times
  after the eort to create the convex hull it is immediately decon
structed using facet deletion and ination

  for domains with large numbers of attributes andor large numbers of
instances run times can still be infeasible
  many commonly used data sets may have underlying SAP concepts
and CH needs more data than an SAP system since it has to position
and orient line segments rather than just place them as an SAP system
does
  run times for the quickhull algorithm are very variable and can be
prohibitive even for small data sets of tens of items The initial hopes
for the power of modern computers and algorithms have not been as
well supported as might have been expected
The implementation of CH has produced results at all stages of its devel
opment which match theoretical expectations and so there can be reasonable
con dence in the implementation itself Experiments on selected data sets
suggest that CH can outperform SAPbased systems in both accuracy and
economy of representation However it appears that conventional SAP ap
proaches such as C	 and CN provide better predictive accuracy at lower
computational cost on the types of learning task found in the UCI Repository
It was demonstrated that the convexity of the hulls rather than their
largeness was the major contribution to the performance of CH on real
world data sets from the UCI Repository It may be that the lack of a strong
bias in convex hulls the very feature that made them attractive initially is
their Achilles heel for real world data sets since they require far greater data
density to choose the position and orientation of each decision surface

Appendix A
Data Set
A  Description of Data Sets
Some of the data sets proved to have infeasible run times on the quickhull
software and so a subset was used This was determined empirically by
trying dierent sizes until an acceptable run time with as large a subset
as possible was found The subsets were chosen to have class populations
approximately the same as the whole set Occasionally some very small
classes were deleted completely to avoid having examples of a class appear
in only one of the training and test sets The chosen subset was randomly
partitioned into training and test sets and both sets were shued before each
experiment
A balance	scale
This data set has 	 continuous attributes and  classes with  instances
with no missing values All data items are used

A  bcw
This is the Breast Cancer Wisconsin data set with patient id removed The
data attributes are
  ClumpThickness continuous
  UniformityofCellSize continuous
  UniformityofCellShape continuous
  MarginalAdhesion continuous
  SingleEpithelialCellSize continuous
  BareNuclei continuous
  BlandChromatin continuous
  NormalNucleoli continuous
There are two data classes and  data items Those with missing values
are removed leaving 
 items in this study All data items are used
A bf
This is the body fat data set The attributesboth continuous are weightkg
and heightm The data sets are derived from height and weight frequency
tables in  There are 	 classes underweight normal fat and obese with
relative frequencies of approximately  Data points can be created as
necessary
A bupa
This is a renal function data set with data attributes


  mcv continuous
  alkphos continuous
  sgpt continuous
  sgot continuous
  gammagt continuous
  drinks continuous
There are two classes and 	 data instances All data items are used
A Cleveland
This is heart disease data collected at the VA Medical Center Long Beach
and Cleveland Clinic Foundation The principle investigator responsible for
the data collection was Robert Detrano MD PhD The data attributes
are
  age continuous
  sex  
  cp    	
  trestbps continuous
  chol continuous
  fbs  
  restecg   
  thalach continuous
  exang  

  oldpeak continuous
  slope   
  ca continuous
  thal  	   
The are two classes for the data There are  data instances with less than
 missing values which have been replaced by mean values in this study
This data set has long run times and so is cut to  items in each class
Adding another  items produces a fold increase in the run times
A echocardiogram
This data set has  attributes  classes and 	 data instances The attributes
are
  ageatheartattack continuous
  pericardialeusion 
  fractionalshortening continuous
  epss continuous
  lvdd continuous
  wallmotionindex continuous
The ratios of the two classes are  and  instances with missing values
were removed for this study All data items were used
A german
This version of this data set has 	 continuous attributes in  classes with
 instances Only  instances per class were used


A glass
This glass data set has  attributes  classes and 	 data instances The
attributes are
  RI continuous
  Sodium continuous
  Magnesium continuous
  Aluminum continuous
  Silicon continuous
  Potasium continuous
  Calcium continuous
  Barium continuous
  Iron continuous
The classes are oat 	 not oat  and other 	 There are no
missing values All data items were used
A glass
This is identical to the glass dataset except that there are  classes All data
items were used
A
 heart
This data set has  continuous variables  classes and  data instances
The algorithm was also extremely slow on this data set so only 	 items per
class were used


A hepatitis
This data set has  continuous and  binary attributes with  classes There
are  instances of which only  per class are used
A  horse	colic
This data set has 
 continuous attributes  which can be considered con
tinuous and  which is binary and  classes Only 	 items per class are
used
A hungarian
This is a heart disease data set with  attributes  classes and 	 data
instances The attributes are
  age continuous
  sex  
  cp    	
  trestbps continuous
  chol continuous
  fbs  
  restecg   
  thalach continuous
  exang  
  oldpeak continuous
There are missing values and 	 data instances with these were removed for
this study Only  items per class were used


A ionosphere
This data set has 	 continuous attributes and  classes with  instances
all of which were used
A iris
This is the iris data set of Fisher  There are 	 attributes  classes and
 data instances The attributes are
  sepallengthincm continuous
  sepalwidthincm continuous
  petallengthincm continuous
  petalwidthincm continuous
The three classes are present in equal proportions and there are no missing
values All instances were used
A new thyroid
This data set has  attributes  classes and  data instances The data
attributes are
  Tresinuptake continuous
  TotalSerumthyroxin continuous
  Totalserumtriiodothyronine continuous
  basalTSH continuous
  modTSH continuous
The classes are present in the ratios  and there are no missing values
All instances were used


A page	blocks
This data set has  continuous attributes and  classes with 	 instances
A small set totalling 	 items was used Many classes are present only in
numbers too small for a convex hull and so more items were used for classes
where there were sucient
A pid
This is the Pima Indian Diabetes data set There are 
 attributes  classes
and 
 data instances The attributes are
  Numberoftimespregnant continuous
  Oralglucosetolerance continuous
  DiastolicbloodpressuremmHg continuous
  Tricepsskinfoldthicknessmm continuous
  TwoHourseruminsulinmuUml continuous
  Bodymassindexweightinkgheightinm

 continuous
  Diabetespedigreefunction continuous
  Ageyears continuous
The classes are present in the ratio 
 and there are no missing values
This data set usually exhibits long run times and only  items per class
were used
A POL
This is an arti cial data set described in 
 The attributes are continuous
x and y values in the same range and  classes each with disjoint regions

	
caused by 	 parallel oblique lines at 	 degrees Data points can be created
as necessary
A 
 satimage
This is part of a frame of landsat MSS imagery There are  decision classes
 integer attributes and 		 training and  test instances This data
set has prohibitively long run times so only  instances were used
A  segment
This is an image segmentation data set with  attributes  classes and
 instances and no missing values This data set has prohibitively long
run times and so only 	 items per class were used
A   shuttle
This is space shuttle data set with  numerical attributes  classes and 	
training instances and 	 test instances Only  instances were used
with some classes not present
A  sonar
This data set has  continuous attributes in  classes and 
 instances All
data items were used
A  soybean	large
This data set has  numerical attributes  classes and  data instances
with missing values Instances with missing values were removed for this
study A set of  items was used with some classes not present


A  vehicle
This is a vehicle recognition database with 
 continuous attributes 	 classes
and 
	 instances with no missing values The four classes are opel saab
bus van Only  items per class were used
A  waveform
This data set has  continuous attributes  classes and  instances with
no missing values Only  items per class were used
A  wine
This data set has  classes  continuous attributes and 
 instances with
no missing values Only  items per class were used

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